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Abstract

The study of condensed phases plays a crucial role in our understanding of physics.
In particular, Charge Density Waves (CDWs) are an important phenomenon due to
their close connection with a material's fermiology, in addition to their coexistence
and competition with superconducting, magnetic, and other exotic phases. Rare earth
tritellurides (RTe3) are a prototypical 2D material system which provide an excellent
test platform for investigating these phases and the interplay between them. In this
thesis, I will present the �rst low temperature STM study of CeTe3, with the �rst
comprehensive discussion and simulation of quasiparticle interference (QPI) in any
RTe3 compound. At 4.2 K, we con�rm that CeTe3 shows the unidirectional CDW that
is present at higher temperatures. We then use SX-ARPES to �t an interacting tight
binding model and demonstrate that the observed QPI can be interpreted with JDOS
simulations based on this model band structure. We reveal the unexpected result that
the QPI arises mainly from scattering between the original bands and their shadow
band replicas, with backscattering being relatively suppressed. This pioneering study
can be powerfully extended in the future to use QPI measurements to understand the
interaction of the CDW state and other phases.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations

Since the advent of modern physics with De Broglie, Schrödinger and Dirac, humans
have had a good idea of how a single electron behaves in a vacuum. In contrast, the be-
haviour of electrons in multi-particle systems is generally much more complicated, and
in these settings inter-particle interactions can result in emergent phenomena that are
both fundamentally fascinating and technologically useful. Condensed matter physics
is the largest branch of modern physics, and much of it consists of the study of these
"strongly-correlated electron materials".

These emergent phenomena manifest through the appearance of electronic con-
densed phases such as superconductivity, charge density waves, and magnetism. The
phases often coexist and compete, with the electronic phase diagram of many impor-
tant materials resembling a technicolour patchwork. A thorough understanding of the
nature and interaction of condensed electronic phases is extremely important due to
their huge signi�cance for electronic devices and nanotechnology. However, our actual
understanding of these phases and their interactions is incomplete, despite concerted
e�ort on the part of many physicists, chemists, materials scientists, and engineers. One
of the di�culties is the overall complexity of an intertwined system, so in order to un-
derstand the whole it is rational to break it into parts that can be tackled individually.
The part that we have chosen to tackle (or at least chip away at) in this thesis is the
phenomenon of charge density waves.

Charge density waves, or more generally charge ordering, is a phenomenon in which
electron density in real space is modulated to form a superlattice. [1] This phase transi-
tion is found in many low-dimensional systems, and is an important neighbour to super-
conductivity and colossal magnetoresistance. [2�4] In order to probe this e�ect without
the excessive complexity of many competing phases, we must look for a model system
in which to perform our studies.

As will be expanded upon later, charge density waves are largely a low-dimensional
phenomenon. As such, we choose to work with van der Waals materials. These mate-
rials are inherently 2D in nature, consisting of stacks of covalently bonded sheets held
together by weak van der Waals (vdW) interactions. The most tangible example of
a vdW material for the layman is graphite, which consists of many graphene sheets
tenuously held together by these vdW forces. This is what results in the ability to
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abrade the graphite in a pencil onto paper, and also what results in our ability to
separate monolayer graphene from the bulk reliably and e�ciently using only simple
manual techniques.

We therefore seek a material that hosts exotic condensed states, particularly charge
density waves, in addition to being a vdW 2D material. After considering many pos-
sible materials, we arrive at rare earth tritellurides (RTe3) as an excellent candidate.
They have been studied extensively as a model system for CDW behaviour, hosting
competing CDW transitions in addition to exotic magnetism, superconductivity under
pressure, and possible unconventional electronic behaviour. [5�8] Recent years have also
seen an uptick in research due to the ability to study modi�cations to the electronic
ground state caused by external �elds, mechanical stress and ultrashort light pulses, as
well as the demonstration of the use of RTe3 as model system for the study of subatomic
particle analogues. [9�16] Now we have a model material, we must ask what experimental
technique should we use to study the interacting electrons in the CDW state?

Determining the response of electrons as a function of energy requires us to utilise
a single-particle approach, of which there are few. Most probes measure the coupling
between a charge or �eld and the particle of interest, meaning we measure a correlation
function rather than the inherent properties of our target. [17] Single-particle probes of
special note are angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and scanning tun-
nelling microscopy (STM), which allow the most direct access to information about the
electronic band structure (especially for 2D systems and surface states). [18�20] In par-
ticular, when we wish to investigate how electronic structure modulates in real space,
spectroscopic-imaging scanning tunnelling microscopy (SI-STM) is uniquely suited to
the measurement of correlated systems due to its ability to investigate both real and
momentum space with unparalleled spatial and energy resolution. This, in combination
with its ability to operate in magnetic �elds and extremely low temperatures, makes
SI-STM an extremely powerful technique to study the cutting edge of condensed mat-
ter physics.

In this thesis we detail our pioneering SI-STM studies of the rare earth tritelluride
CeTe3, presenting an understanding of the quasiparticle interference in the paramag-
netic state. We hope that this provides a strong foundation for future research in
the area to build upon, particularly QPI measurements in the magnetic phases of the
material.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Charge Density Waves

Charge density waves (CDW) are a phenomenon wherein the charge carrier density in
a system is modi�ed outside the simply expected periodic structure to form a superlat-
tice, which is also associated with a distortion of the underlying crystal lattice. [1] These
distortions are a type of condensed phase, and they frequently coexist with other con-
densed phases such as superconductivity and magnetism in the temperature dependent
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phase diagrams of many systems. [21]

Peierls Instability and the Kohn Anomaly

The historical origin of CDWs can be traced to Peierls analysis of 1D chains of atoms,
which have a fundamental instability. [22] He showed that given an equally spaced chain
of atoms with separation a and Fermi wave number kF (�gure 1.1a,c), an electronic
disturbance with wavevector q = 2kF = π/a changes the atomic periodicity of the
lattice to 2a and opens an energy gap at the zone boundary (�gure 1.1b,d). It was
asserted that the gain in electronic energy would be larger than the energetic cost
associated with restructuring the lattice, resulting in a metal to insulator transition at
Tc (also called the Peierls transition).

To understand the mechanism of this distortion we can look at the susceptibility of
an electron gas. The response of said electron gas to a time independent potential Φ is
given by ρind(q) = χ(q)Φ(q) with the potential and the induced charge ρind(q) given
in terms of their Fourier components. The susceptibility χ(q) is given by the Lindhard
response function, given for dimensionality d by

χ(q) =

∫
dk

2πd

fk − fk+q

εk − εk+q

(1.1)

where fk = f(εk) is the Fermi function. [23]

By evaluating this expression for d = 1 and q = 2kF , we can also determine
the mean �eld transition temperature TMF , below which the uniform charge density
becomes unstable:

kBTMF = 1.14ε0 exp(
−1

g n(ϵF )
) (1.2)

where ε0 is an arbitrary cut-o� energy usually taken as εF , n(ϵF ) is the density of
states at the Fermi energy and g is an electron-phonon coupling constant.

In the 1D case, the real part of the susceptibility χ(q) has a divergent singularity
at q = 2kF (�g 1.1e), resulting in the electron gas being unstable to perturbations and
forming a standing wave with a wavevector qCDW = 2kF . This opens an energy gap at
EF . We can say that the wavevector qCDW is able to perfectly nest all portions of the
Fermi surface since the FS consists of two �xed points at kF = 2kF . When we expand
to two dimensions however, this is no longer the case, and a single wavevector cannot
perfectly nest all regions of the FS. Indeed when we consider the same susceptibility in
two and three dimensions, we see that there is no longer a divergence or even a local
maximum in the Lindhard function (�gure 1.1e).

This is obviously contrary to experimental observations, where CDWs are well re-
ported in 2D systems. This can be understood in the Peierls picture by the fact that
for many CDW systems, the FS is quasi-2D, with regions that are nearly parallel. This
results in partial nesting being possible by a single wavevector, giving rise to Peierls
transition based CDWs in 2D systems being possible.

Kohn considered the interaction between the electron gas and the lattice phonons,
and showed that due to the zero-energy electronic excitations at 2kF , any phonon mode
with this wavenumber will be screened, causing renormalisation of the mode to have
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the Peierls Picture of CDW Formation

(a) 1D atomic chain above TCDW with lattice spacing a (b) 1D atomic chain below TCDW

with lattice spacing changed to 2a. (c) Free electron band of the 1D chain above TCDW .
(d) Free electron band of the 1D chain below TCDW , with the gap opening at kF (e) Plots
of the real part of the Lindhard function for 1D, 2D and 3D free electron gas models. (f)
Phonon energy of a 1D atomic chain at di�erent temperatures. Reproduced from Zhu et al.
[24]

a lower energy (referred to as phonon mode softening). [25] This strong renormalisation
is known as the Kohn anomaly, and drives the lattice distortion associated with the
Peierls transition. The Kohn anomaly is strongly temperature dependant; the phonon
dispersion of the 1D atomic chain at di�erent temperatures is shown in �gure 1.1f. At
or below TCDW , the energy of the phonon mode with wavenumber 2kF becomes zero,
resulting in the static lattice distortion. At temperatures just above TCDW , there is
a sharp dip in the phonon dispersion but no static lattice restructuring. This frozen
phonon mode leads to a second order phase transition into the CDW state.

Beyond the Peierls Model

We can summarise the key signatures of the Peierls model as: Fermi surface nesting
in the electronic structure, a Kohn anomaly in the phonon dispersion, a structural
transition and a metal-insulator transition. In some real CDW materials, such as the
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quasi-1D compound TTF-TCNQ, all of these signatures are present and the Peierls
model appears to be a good �t. [26�30] In other real CDW materials however, we �nd
these signatures are not present and it becomes clear that the Peierls model alone fails
to fully explain CDW phenomena.

For example, in the prototypical 2D CDW material NbSe2, we see the presence of
the Kohn anomaly and a structural transition, but Fermi surface nesting, a sharp peak
in the Lindhard function, and a metal-insulator transition are all absent. [31�38] While it
could be proposed that this is a consequence of moving from 1 dimension into 2, this is
negated by studies of 2D Sn/Ge �lms that show all the hallmarks of Peierls transition
behaviour. [39�42]

This issue was investigated in a seminal paper by Johannes and Mazin [43], who
illustrate that Fermi surface nesting may not play as large a role as previously thought.
Their calculations show that divergence of the susceptibility is extremely sensitive to
even small deviations from perfect Fermi surface nesting conditions. The extreme
fragility of the Peierls condition, even for a 1D chain of sodium atoms, means that it
is unlikely to have a strong bearing on the properties of real materials. They propose
that the nesting condition is therefore not the sole driving force behind CDW forma-
tion, and instead a q-dependant electron-phonon coupling (EPC) is responsible. In
this scenario, the nested Fermi surfaces either play a supporting role or are completely
incidental. This is supported experimentally via phonon measurements in NbSe2. [33,44]

While FSN and EPC are both forms of electron-lattice interaction, they fundamentally
di�er in that FSN involves elastic scattering and EPC inelastic. [45]

Much of the interest in charge ordering phenomena is thanks to its association with
superconductivity, particularly in the high temperature superconducting copper ox-
ides. The cuprate superconductors have a perovskite structure, with 2D CuO2 planes
sandwiched between charge reservoir layers. [46,47] They are considered to have a quasi-
2D electronic structure. Di�erent charge ordering phenomena have been demonstrated,
with stripe phase charge order in La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4, a chequerboard phase and short
range charge order in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O, and long range charge order in YBa2Cu3O6+x. [3,48�55]

The origin of this charge order is also not simple however; it has been shown that nei-
ther FSN nor EPC are the direct cause of charge order/charge density waves in the
cuprates. [45,56] STM results indicate that an unconventional density wave phase exists,
with electron correlations playing an important part. [57]

Zhu et al. [45] have proposed that these inconsistencies can be explained by classi-
fying CDWs into three classes based on the driving force behind their formation: type
I CDWs arise from Fermi surface nesting and follow the hallmarks of the Peierls tran-
sition, type II CDWs arise from q-dependant electron-phonon coupling and type III
CDWS arise from neither FSN nor EPC, with their root cause being currently unclear
but likely originating in electron-electron correlations.
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1.3 Materials

In order to investigate the behaviour of charge density waves, we need a suitable ma-
terial to test. As will become clear in the following section, the rare earth tritellurides
provide an ideal testbed in which to perform our experiments.

1.3.1 Rare Earth Tritellurides

Crystal Structure

Whilst rare earth tritellurides (RTe3) have been known as a stable crystallographic
phase since at least the 1960s, modern interest in their properties as a quantum material
hosting interesting condensed phases began with Dimasi et al. in 1994. [58�61] Since then,
the family have shown themselves to be an excellent model system for investigating
exotic condensed phases including charge density waves, superconductivity, and exotic
magnetism in a vdW coupled 2D system. [5]. The currently extant members of the family
consist of R = Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm. Even though Y is
not technically a rare earth element, it forms a stable +3 oxidation state and YTe3 has
similar properties to RTe3, hence its inclusion in the family. Eu bucks the trend of the
rare earth series and preferentially forms Eu(II) rather than Eu(III), meaning EuTe3
is not known. YbTe3 and LuTe3 have also not been observed experimentally, likely
due to the rare earth elements great rarity and expense rather than because they are
not possible to make. The trend of heavier rare earth elements forming more unstable
RTe3 compounds also means that YbTe3 and LuTe3 would be extremely air sensitive.
Pm forms a stable +3 oxidation state and so PmTe3 is chemically feasible, however
Pm is highly radioactive and extremely rare, so PmTe3 has not been demonstrated and
would be extremely di�cult/expensive/hazardous to make. All RTe3 compounds are
unstable in air, with the surface oxidising over the course of a few hours in atmosphere.

Figure 1.2: Summary of Rare Earth Tritelluride Element Dependent Properties

La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Lu Yb

TCDW1>500 K
TCDW1<300 K

Second CDW

Larger In-plane Lattice Parameter
Higher TCDW1

Smaller In-plane Lattice Parameter
Smaller TCDW1

Lanthanide series of the periodic table, elements with coloured boxes are known to form sta-
ble tritelluride compounds. Trends across the series are indicated. Adapted from Straqua-
dine [62]

The RTe3 family crystallises into a layered structure, shown in �gure 1.3a. This
structure consists of a rare earth telluride slab which is �anked on either side by a square
net tellurium sheet. These Te sheets are separated from a neighbouring Te sheet by
a van der Waals (vdW) gap, forming a bilayer. This vdW gap results in the material
being considered quasi-2D due to the weak coupling between the layers, which can
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be observed experimentally through the extremely anisotropic electrical resistivity and
almost perfect sec(θ) angular dependence of de Haas-van Alphen oscillations. [61,63,64] It
additionally makes cleavage of the crystal to form a charge neutral Te surface extremely
facile and repeatable. Note that due to crystallographic convention, the b axis of this
crystal system is out-of-plane.

Figure 1.3: Crystal structure of RTe3
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(a) side view of the crystal structure of RTe3 with the RTe slab layer and the Te bilayer
indicated. (b) Top view of the crystal with the inequivalent Te and Rare earth square nets
indicated. The px and pz chains that de�ne the electronic structure near the Fermi level are
labelled in black and grey, and the t and t′ parameters used to construct the tight binding
band structure model are marked in red. Images produced using Vesta software. [65]

The crystal structure of RTe3 has orthorhombic symmetry, with the space group
Cmcm. This instance of the space group has a glide plane along one in-plane axis of the
vdW gap but not the other, which results in the inequivalence of the a and c crystal
axes. This presents as a di�erence of a few tenths of a percent in the lattice constant of
the axes, with c being larger than a. This di�erence increases as the rare-earth element
becomes lighter. [66]

Crystals of RTe3 can be grown either through the �ux melt or binary melt method,
which are described in detail in the methods section.

Electronic Structure and Charge Density Waves in RTe3

We discuss the full electronic structure theory and calculations in detail in the methods
section, however we will brie�y show the results here in order to inform the discussion
of the Fermi surface nesting in CDW formation. The metallic electronic behaviour of
the RTe3 compounds derives from the Te sheet, with the RTe slab being insulating.
The main e�ect of the rare earth element substitution is through the size of the ion,
with heavier R elements causing a smaller lattice constant and therefore a monotonic
change in the behaviour of the electrons originating from the Te p-orbitals.

The band structure of RTe3 is modelled as chains of collinear p-orbitals, which after
hybridisation form square pockets centred around the Γ andK points of the 2D Brillouin
zone. After band folding e�ects due to the di�erent symmetry of the 2D Te net and the
overall 3D structure, we arrive at the Fermi surface shown in �gure 1.4a. The nesting
vector qCDW is indicated, and the band folding creates a second, equivalent nesting
vector q′

CDW between the original and the folded bands, with qCDW = c∗ − q′
CDW
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(where c∗ is the unit cell wavevector for the 3D periodic structure). These nesting
vectors correspond to a unidirectional stripe phase CDW, known as CDW1. While
these vectors are shown for the kx direction, it can be seen that a nesting condition
will also exist in the ky direction, allowing for a secondary perpendicular CDW phase
known as CDW2.

Figure 1.4: Fermi Surface and CDW Transition Temperature vs Lattice Parameter a for
the RTe3 Family
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(a) Tight binding Fermi surface of RTe3, with the equivalent CDW nesting vectors indicated
with arrows. Inner black square indicates the �rst 3D Brillouin zone with high symmetry
points indicated. (b) CDW transition temperature vs lattice parameter a. Nd, Ce and
La transition temperatures are known only to be above 400 K. Black markers indicate the
transition temperature for the unidirectional CDW1, and red markers indicate the transition
temperature for the orthogonal CDW2.

All RTe3 compounds show the unidirectional CDW1 with the wavevector qCDW1 =
(5
7
)c∗, which occurs below the transition temperature TCDW1. This transition temper-

ature monotonically varies, with the lowest being approximately 240 K for TmTe3 and
increasing to above 500 K for LaTe3. For the rare earth elements Tm-Tb, the a-axis
CDW2 occurs at lower temperatures, with a wavevector of qCDW2 = (1

3
)a∗. The phase

diagram for the CDW transition temperatures as a function of the lattice parameter
a is shown in �gure 1.4b, with the decrease in TCDW1 corresponding with an increase
in TCDW2, both of which are a function of increasing chemical pressure due to the lan-
thanide contraction decreasing the ionic radii of the rare earth element moving across
the series. This is supported by the fact that applying physical pressure can mimic the
e�ect of chemical pressure and modify TCDW in the expected manner. [67]

The full band ab initio band structure calculated using the linear mu�n tin orbital
approximation is shown in �gure 1.5. [68] The Fermi surface in 1.5a is very similar to
that calculated from the tight binding method, with the addition of a bilayer splitting
of the pockets from the inequivalent Te planes. The inner diamond shaped pockets
with strong nesting are shown in 1.5b, and the X pockets in 1.5c. The band structure
plot in 1.5d shows the very slight dispersion along the b axis, and demonstrates that
the inner diamonds are hole-like pockets and the outer sheets are electron-like.
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Figure 1.5: LMTO ab initio calculation for LuTe3

d)

c)b)

a)

Linear mu�n tin orbital approximation calculated band structure for LuTe3. (a) Fermi
surface (b) Inner diamond shaped sheets (c) pockets at the X points (d) Band structure
plot. Reproduced from Laverock, J., et al. "Fermi surface nesting and charge-density wave
formation in rare-earth tritellurides." Physical Review B 71.8 (2005), used with permission
of the American Physical Society

There are multiple nesting vectors available in the RTe3 Fermi surface. If there was
no curvature of the bands, a single wavevector would perfectly nest the parallel chains.
The �nite curvature of the chains however creates a situation where a wavevector exists
that perfectly nests one of the bands but poorly nests the other, and a second wavevec-
tor exists that does an acceptable but imperfect job of nesting both bands. The former
wavevector is indicated with the solid red arrow in 1.5a, and the latter with the dashed
arrow. Calculations of the momentum independent Lindhard susceptibility show that
in a realistic system the former vector is preferable and results in the formation of
a stripe phase at higher temperatures, and the latter vector and the formation of a
chequerboard phase being preferential if the transition temperature is lower. [69]

This nesting vector however disagrees with the experimentally observed qCDW, with
a di�erence of 20% for DyTe3, indicating that this simple Peierls nesting picture may
not be accurate for RTe3. [70] More rigorous calculations of the nesting condition of RTe3
were performed by Johannes and Mazin [43] that take into account the momentum de-
pendence of the EPC. The results concur with their conclusions about CDW formation
in general (as discussed earlier), with the FSN playing a minor role compared to the
EPC. In their calculations for the electronic structure of CeTe3, the peaks in the low
energy limit of the imaginary part of the susceptibility (which is alternately called the
nesting function, as it de�nes the FS nesting strength) do not correspond with the
strongest peak positions in the real part of the susceptibility (which is what de�nes
the observed CDW). They argue that because of the nature of the FS of CeTe3, the
strongest peaks in the imaginary part originate from levels at exactly the Fermi energy,
and these quickly die o� and are not observed in the real part due to the states near but
not at EF having a higher contribution due to stronger nesting. In the real system, this
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perfect nesting vector is actually slightly imperfect, resulting in inhomogeneity of the
gap in k-space, and the gap not being centred at EF . [71,72] This EPC driven picture is
also supported by Raman scattering and calculations performed on ZrTe3 by Hu et al.
[73], as well as inelastic X-ray scattering performed on TbTe3 by Maschek et al. [74].

While the �rst CDW has been studied fairly extensively, the secondary CDW is
more mysterious. The resistivity change crossing TCDW is very slight, and no phonon
softening is observed for qCDW2. [62]

The competing qCDW and q′
CDW vectors in RTe3 have been used by Wang et al.

[16] to detect the axial Higgs mode, a fundamental particle analogue. Through the
careful use of angle-dependent polarised Raman scattering, they were able to visualise
the constructive and destructive interference of the quantum pathways involved in the
charge order formation in LaTe3 and GdTe3, providing evidence that the CDW order
in RTe3 is unconventional due to its nodal gap.

All of the rare earth elements (with the exception of Y and La) have local moments,
and these moments order magnetically at low temperatures in all RTe3 compounds. The
magnetic properties of the system have been investigated through magnetisation, heat
capacity, electrical resistivity, neutron di�raction and inelastic neutron scattering mea-
surements. [7,8,13,64,75�80] The family show long range antiferromagnetic behaviour below
the Neel temperatures, with many of the members showing multiple transition tempera-
tures from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic via one or more intermediate states. The
primary magnetic interaction is generally considered to be direct exchange or super-
exchange (as opposed to RKKY) due to the physical separation of the magnetic rare
earth moments and the itinerant Te sheet electrons, however resistivity measurements
indicate a non-zero RKKY interaction in CeTe3. [5,64]

Angle-resolved photoemission experiments performed by Brouet et al. [71] compre-
hensively investigated the k-resolved electronic band structure of the RTe3, demon-
strating the gap opening and Fermi surface reconstruction associated with the CDW
phase. A more recent experiment by Chikina et al. [81] takes advantage of improved
momentum resolution and measures the Fermi surface of NdTe3, demonstrating the
unexpected result of a CDW not only removing FS elements but also adding new ones,
which are also observed in quantum oscillation experiments. [13,14,63,82,83] Other ARPES
studies have been carried out with di�erent foci, such as speci�cally looking at the
f -electrons of the rare earth, or investigating the possible occurrence of a topological
nodal line in the band structure. [6,9,84�88]

Raman spectroscopy performed by Chen et al. [89] demonstrated the thickness
dependence of the TCDW1 in GdTe3, increasing from 377 K in bulk to 431 K for a 10
nm layer. This increase is attributed to the reduced chemical pressure in the out-of-
plane direction. Optical spectroscopy by Hu et al. [90] indicates a possible secondary
gap feature in the lighter RTe3 elements, which are expected to have only a single gap
from the CDW1 phase. They propose that this is evidence for a third CDW order
which has until now not been observed by di�raction or scanning probe methods.

STM topographic investigations have demonstrated the large real space modulation
of the electronic structure and revealed the nature of the surface lattice distortions.
Fang et al. [91] performed measurements on TbTe3 in the CDW2 phase, but due to the
unknown nature of CDW phenomena in RTe3 at the time they assigned the chequer-
board modulation peaks as a unidirectional CDW plus a surface dimerisation. Tomic
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et al. [92] and Ralevi¢ et al. [93] have performed STM experiments on CeTe3 at 77 K
and 300 K respectively, showing clearly the CDW1 stripe phase. They also demon-
strate wavevector mixing e�ects in the Fourier transforms of the topography, as well as
presenting a preliminary discussion of area averaged dI/dV spectroscopy. Fang et al.
[94] used STM to investigate the disruption of the CDW phase in ErTe3 caused by Pd
intercalation. Xu et al. [95] grew GdTe3 on a graphene/SiC substrate using molecular
beam epitaxy. They demonstrated via STM the persistence of the CDW state at the
monolayer limit, and showed the �rst images of a QPI pattern on an RTe3 surface
(however they do not discuss the origin of the QPI signals).

The non-equilibrium behaviour of the CDW phases have also been investigated
by pump-probe studies, revealing a non-equilibrium CDW along the a axis in LaTe3
that competes with CDW1. This non-equilibrium CDW has a di�erent wavevector to
the equilibrium low temperature CDW2, re�ecting a di�erent origin. [11] The dynamics
of the relaxation of this non-equilibrium CDW indicate the presence of topological
defects. [12]

RTe3 is often taken as a prototypical CDW system due to the simplicity of the Te
square net, with the coupling of the itinerant Te sheet electrons and the rare earth
f -electrons assumed to be negligible. Recent ARPES, neutron di�raction, resonant
x-ray scattering and magnetoresistance measurements however indicate that this is not
the case and a �nite coupling between them exists. [7,83,96,97] 125Te NMR studies from
Chudo et al. [98] show the spin polarisation of the CDW in CeTe3 due to the coupling
between the Ce local moment and Te conduction electrons.

Despite the large number of studies performed, it is evident that the exacting nature
of the CDW in RTe3 is still unclear. In order to further study the CDW phase and its
interactions with other phases we choose to focus on CeTe3.

1.3.2 Cerium Tritelluride CeTe3

CeTe3 a perfect candidate for the investigations that we envision due to the advanta-
geous transition temperatures exhibited by its condensed phases. The material exhibits
the unidirectional CDW stripe phase at all measured temperatures to date, with STM
con�rming the CDW stripe phase down to 77 K and transport measurements showing
no evidence of a secondary CDW transition down to 1.8 K. [64,92] Furthermore, the ma-
terial undergoes magnetic transitions from paramagnetism to an intermediate phase at
3.1 K, and from the intermediate phase to long range antiferromagnetism at 1.3 K. [78]

Investigation of fermion behaviour at low energy scales necessitates the use of low
measurement temperatures due to the increased energy resolution that they provide.
Ideally, these low-temperature measurements of CeTe3 would be conducted in the
CDW1 phase, which is comparatively simpler than the CDW2 phase; we would also like
to able to perform measurements in and out of the magnetically ordered phases. At 4.2
K CeTe3 exhibits CDW1 whilst in a paramagnetic phase. By lowering the temperature
to 1.7 K and 0.3 K, we can perform measurements of the CDW in the intermediate
and long range antiferromagnetic phases respectively. These temperatures can be read-
ily achieved for extended periods of time using liquid helium, as detailed in methods
section 2.1.3.

As well as the ability to work at these low temperatures, our experimental technique
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of choice must ful�l several more criteria. Firstly, it should be able to measure the
electronic structure with high resolution in both real and reciprocal space in order
to investigate the periodicity of the CDW. Secondly, the ability to work in external
magnetic �elds is desirable in order to tune the interaction between the CDW and the
magnetic phases.

The only technique that suitably satis�es these conditions is spectroscopic imaging
scanning tunnelling microscopy, which has proven itself in the last 40 years as an
extremely powerful technique for the study of condensed matter. We will detail the
background and methods of this approach in the next chapter, before delving into our
results.



Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy

This subsection will brie�y cover quantum tunnelling and its application in STM, in-
strumentation, and techniques used in STM experiments. This is intended as a short
overview, as detailed explanations and full derivations for all expressions would make
this section far too long, so I will mostly present only the �nal result with a short ex-
planation. For a fuller understanding, the books "Introduction to Scanning Tunnelling
Microscopy" by J.C. Chen and "Scanning Probe Microscopy" by B. Voightländer both
present a complete overview of the subject, with Chen being more rigorous on the
quantum tunnelling theory and historical background, and Voightländer being more
modern and digestible (the tunnelling theory in this section follows the approximate
order given in Voigtländer). [99,100]

2.1.1 Tunnelling Theoretical Framework

Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) is a form of scanning probe microscopy which
takes advantage of quantum tunnelling between a metallic tip and a sample with a
voltage bias applied between them. Introduced in 1981 and winning the Nobel prize
in 1986, it allows for not only atomic resolution topography but also measurement of
the local density of states (LDOS). [101,102] The basic principle behind STM relies upon
quantum tunnelling of electrons through a potential barrier. As electrons have a very
low mass, a considerable part of their behaviour is wavelike. This results in an ability
to "tunnel" through a potential barrier. This can be reworded as the fact that if a
metallic tip is bought close to a surface with a voltage bias applied between them, their
electron wavefunctions can overlap, with a �nite probability (given by Fermis golden
rule) of electrons being able to travel through the vacuum gap and causing a current to
�ow. From a very �rst approximation, we can take the 1D example of a plane wave (our
approximation for a 1D electron) that is travelling rightwards towards a square energy
barrier of height V0 and width d. By inserting the expression for a plane wave into
the time-independent Schrödinger equation (and knowing that the wave function and
its derivative must be continuous) we can obtain solutions for the left hand side of the
barrier (the original plane wave plus its re�ection), inside the barrier (an exponentially
decaying function) and the right hand side of the barrier (which is also a plane wave).

13
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Using the handy fact that wavefunctions are probability density functions, we can
therefore easily �nd the probability that our wave (electron) has tunnelled through the
barrier, which after some simpli�cation gives us the transmission factor

T =
16E(V0 − E)

V 2
0

exp −2d

√
2m

ℏ2
(V0 − E) (2.1)

where d is the barrier width, m is the electron mass and V0 is the barrier height.
This is proportional to the electrical current detected by our STM instrumentation,
as discussed below. For energies lower than the barrier height (V0 > E), we can see
that the T depends exponentially on the width of the barrier d, which is analogous
to the tip-sample separation in an STM experiment. This is what gives us the very
high positional sensitivity that we utilise to image surfaces on an atomic scale. This
1D approximation is useful to show the dependence of measured current on barrier
height, however it is missing many elements of the real system, such as normalised
wavefunctions, voltage di�erence between tip and sample and the electronic structure
of the tip and sample being di�erent.

In order to get a more realistic expression for the tunnelling current, we turn to time
dependant perturbation theory, following in the footsteps of Bardeen. [103] We assume
weak coupling between the tip and sample states, meaning we can take Fermis golden
rule for scattering from an initial to a �nal state, given by

ωinit→final =
2π

ℏ
|Mfinal,init|2 δ(Efinal − Einit) (2.2)

with the |Mfinal,init| being the tunnelling matrix element. To arrive at the current, we
sum over all pairs of �nal and initial states, and multiply 2× the charge of an electron
(to account for spin degeneracy), giving us

I =
4πe

ℏ
∑

init,final

|Mfinal,init|2 δ(Efinal − Einit) (2.3)

Currently, the matrix element is dependent on the wavefunctions of �nal and initial
states, however we can approximate that they are instead dependent on energy. After
doing so, and replacing sums of initial and �nal states with sample and tip densities
of states ρsample and ρtip, the total current �owing between the tip and sample when
integrated over all energies is given by:

I =
4πe

ℏ

∫ ∞

−∞
ρtip(ε)ρsample(ε) |M(ε)|2 dε (2.4)

but there are several assumptions that we can use to simplify this. Firstly, thermal
broadening of the edge of the Fermi-Dirac distribution is given by kBT , and the mea-
surements in this thesis are all at temperatures below 5 K, giving a thermal broadening
of less than ≈ 0.415 meV. We can therefore make the assumption that the Fermi func-
tion is a sharp step edge (known as the low temperature approximation), which means
we can integrate only over the range between the applied bias eV and the Fermi level.
Secondly, we assume that we are using a tip that has a �at density of states in the
range we're studying, so that term can be taken outside the integral (we achieve this
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in practice by using clean tungsten tips). Thirdly, by assuming that we're in the low
voltage regime (eV << ϕ), the transmission factor |M(ε)|2 is independent of energy
and can also be taken outside the integral. This gives us

I ≈ 4πe

ℏ
ρtip |M(ε)|2

∫ 0

−eV

ρsample dε ≈ const.

∫ 0

−eV

ρsample dε (2.5)

This is the 1D approximation for the tunnelling current measured in STM, which
we can see is dependent only on applied bias and sample density of states. As the
matrix element containing exact wavefunctions is di�cult to solve, we can use the
semi-empirical WKB approximation for a square barrier to determine the value of
|M(ε)|2, which is given by [104]

|M(ε)|2 = exp− 2
d

ℏ
√
2mφ (2.6)

where d is the tip-sample separation, m is the electron mass and φ is the height of
the barrier (some mixture of the tip and sample work functions). We can see that this
approach gives us the same result as the 1D approximation given in eq. 2.1. Bardeen
developed the theory in 1D for metal-insulator-metal junctions rather than for STM
(due to the fact that STM hadn't been invented yet), so Tersho� and Hamann took
the theory and adapted it for STM. They modelled the surface as a plane wave and
the tip as a point source, and showed that the current I is proportional to only the
sample local density of states (LDOS) for a given energy EF and tip position rt. They
further showed that this relation holds even if the tip has �nite size, with the caveat
that the tip wavefunction still has s-wave symmetry. This approximation is frequently
used for ab-initio simulations of STM measurements, with good results. [99]

When eq. 2.5 is evaluated (taking m as the free electron mass and ϕ ≈ 4.5eV ), we
can see that for a 1 Å change in d, the current changes by approximately an order of
magnitude. This also accounts for the high lateral resolution, as one atomic distance of
∼2.5 Å changes the transmission factor by a factor of 150, meaning that the majority
of the current carried though the tip is carried by the "last atom" on the tip surface.

All the tips used in this thesis are made from electrochemically etched polycrys-
talline W wire, which is then annealed in UHV by electron bombardment before con-
ditioning on a reconstructed Au(111) surface.

2.1.2 STM Measurements

Topography

By maintaining a constant bias between tip and sample, the only variables in Eqn.
2.5 that can change are sample LDOS ρs and separation d. By using a feedback
circuit to keep I constant while scanning in the x and y directions, a contour map
of the integrated LDOS between the applied bias and EF is made. If we make the
assumption that the LDOS is homogeneous across the entire surface (which is only
true for some pure metals with a perfect surface), this constant current contour map is
a pure z-height topograph. For other materials, it is an image of the LDOS variation
across the surface, which allows us to directly measure the electronic structure of the
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Figure 2.1: Scanning Tunnelling Microscope Diagram
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surface. A good example of the STM topography being inequivalent to the pure z-
height topography is the imaging of a CO molecule adsorbed on a metal surface, which
appears as a depression in surface due to the lower DOS. [105]

While it may be tempting to apply a high bias to achieve a strong signal and get
information about the whole DOS up to some arbitrarily high level, in reality this
would mean that the assumptions used to calculate the current would break down, and
we would also begin to damage the sample. [104] We usually measure somewhere in the
range of 1 meV to 1 eV for metallic samples, which gives us a tip-sample separation of
0.4 to 1 nm. When done properly, this measurement results in images of the surface of
the sample with clear atomic resolution in real space. These topographs can also then
be Fourier transformed to yield reciprocal space information about the surface of the
sample, which is useful for determining averaged or repeating features such as atomic
separation, surface symmetry and characterisation of density waves.

Spectroscopy

As the STM current signal is the integral of the LDOS w.r.t. bias voltage, we can
recover the LDOS at a single energy by measuring the di�erential dI/dV . Known as
Scanning Tunnelling Spectroscopy (STS), this lets us observe the LDOS with excellent
real space resolution, as well as allowing us to observe both above and below the
Fermi level EF by sweeping the voltage range above and below zero bias. This is
practically realised in the STM by holding the Z height constant, varying the tip-sample
bias and measuring the current. While the measured I/V curve could be numerically
di�erentiated, instead we directly measure the derivative dI/dV (or any higher order
di�erentials if desired) using the lock-in technique. This consists of measuring I as a
function of bias V with a small AC modulation reference signal added on to the DC bias.
The measured current signal will then have an oscillation at the same frequency, which
can be extracted using a lock-in ampli�er. The amplitude of this induced oscillation is
proportional to the derivative of the I/V curve. The main advantage of this technique
is that the lock-in ampli�er retains the signal at the same frequency as the known
reference signal and discards all other frequencies, resulting in an excellent S/N ratio
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even in extremely noisy backgrounds. By recording this over a range of bias values, we
acquire a full dI/dV curve.

The energy resolution in STS in the low voltage limit determined by the thermal
broadening of the Fermi step function and the modulation voltage Vmod. Assuming the
thermal broadening is FWHM of a Gaussian sample DOS peak, the energy resolution
is therefore given by ∆E ≈

√
(2eVmod,RMS) + ((0.28meV/K) · T )2

Spectroscopic Image Mapping and Quasiparticle Interference

We can also combine these two techniques by taking a spectrum at each point of a
grid to produce topographic maps of the electronic structure of materials, which when
analysed can show us changes in k-space over the course of changing bias (we can
view this 3D dataset either as a grid of dI/dV curves at every x,y value or as a series
of LDOS maps with varying bias voltage). [104] This mapping technique (sometimes
known as Spectroscopic Imaging STM, or SI-STM) is also used with quasiparticle
interference (QPI) experiments, which have been used with great success to investigate
the mechanisms underlying unconventional superconductivity and topological insulator
surface states. [106�111]

As a qualitative overview, electronic quasiparticles in surface states can be elasti-
cally scattered o� point defects, step edges and other inhomogeneities such as magnetic
vortices that provide a scattering potential (see �gure 2.2). [50,112�114] Scattering from
these potentials result in electron standing waves (Friedel oscillations) caused by the
interference of the scattered states. This was �rst demonstrated by Hasegawa and
Avouris [115] on Au(111) and Crommie et al. [113] on Cu(111), and is visually well
demonstrated by the work of Crommie et al. [116] in con�ning these standing waves
into a "quantum corral". The spatial period of these standing waves is given by 2π

q
, and

the Fourier transform of the image of these standing waves results in a direct image of
the scattering vectors q in reciprocal space. [104,117]. As these vectors give information
about the band dispersion, by analysing their distribution and tracking their changes
w.r.t. energy we can measure the band dispersions of materials with our STM.

The simplest way of simulating a QPI pattern is through the Joint Density of States
(JDOS) approximation, which is based on the idea that for a given constant energy
contour (CEC) and assuming all scattering processes are equally likely, whichever q-
vectors with the direction and magnitude that connect the most pairs of points of the
CEC will be the dominant scattering vectors in the QPI pattern. [17,104,118,119] We start
with the knowledge that a a periodic potential in a crystal produces a set of Bloch
eigenstates described by Ψk(r) = eik·ruk(r). uk is a periodic function commensurate
with the crystal lattice. The individual eigenstates have momentum k and energy ϵ(k).
The LDOS of this system is therefore given by

ρ(E, r) =
∑
n

|Ψn(r)|2 δ(E − ϵn) (2.7)

with n being the quantum numbers for eigenstates with energy ϵn. We can see that as
the this involves the absolute square of the wavefunction, we lose any k information
and so spectroscopic mapping STM of a perfect crystalline surface will provide us no
dispersion, only the periodic function |uk(r)|2.
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Fortunately for those of us that would like to measure the electron dispersions,
crystals are often not perfect, and contain defects/impurities (and if they don't, it can
be possible to introduce them). [120] These defects can cause elastic scattering of the
Bloch eigenstates, resulting in new states which are combinations of original states
that have di�erent momenta k but the same energy ϵ(k). This mixing results in a new
wavefunction for the system, given by

|Ψn(r)|2 =
∣∣eik1·ra1uk1(r) + eik2·ra1uk2(r)

∣∣2
= |a1uk1(r)|2 + |a2uk2(r)|2 +

(
a1uk1(r)a

∗
2u

∗
k2(r)e

i(k1−k2)·r + c.c
) (2.8)

As we now have k outside the absolute square terms, this means that our measured
local density of states now has k(q) dependence. This manifests as modulations at
q = k1 − k2, which corresponds to a real space wavelength of λ = 2π/q.

Simon et al. [121] demonstrate that the energy resolved density of states can be
written as

ρ(E, r) =
1

2π

∫
q

g(E,q)eiq·r dq (2.9)

where g(E,q) is the Fourier component of the LDOS at the wavevectors q = k2−k1+G
(G being the reciprocal lattice vector). This is given by

g(E,q) =
1

4π

∫ ∫
E(k1)=E(k2)=E

f(k1,k2,G)δ(q− k1 + k2 ±G) d2k1d
2k2 (2.10)

The term f(k1,k2,G) is a weight factor depending on matrix elements and the na-
ture of defects, but we can assume that defects have various symmetries and that
this function is slowly varying, meaning we can treat it as a constant. With this and
Wiener-Kinsche theorem (the Fourier transform of spectral density is the autocorrela-
tion function), we arrive at the result that the autocorrelation of the constant energy
contour is the calculated JDOS quasiparticle interference pattern. [121]

This JDOS approximation works well for simple metals where the constant energy
contour of the band dispersion is a isotropic centred around centre of the Brillouin
zone. It has also been used with great success when combined with ARPES and more
complex models in cuprate, pnictides, and ruthenate superconductors. [50,122�128]. In
addition, it has been used in the investigation of heavy fermion systems, unconventional
2D systems, semiconducting nanowires and topological materials. [109,110,129] The main
disadvantage of using the JDOS approximation is that it is a phenomenological model
and disregards the spin texture of the system, so it fails to reproduce details of systems
where the spin texture is an essential feature of the Fermi surface.

Whilst angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) is a more direct mea-
sure of electron band dispersions, SI-STM has a few distinct advantages. Firstly,
ARPES is inherently incompatible with external magnetic �elds due to the fact it is
measuring the momentum and direction of electrons that are photoemitted from the
material, meaning any external �eld would modify their path and render the measure-
ment impossible. Secondly, due to the fact that there must be an optical window from
the photon source to the sample being measured and fact that the sample is constantly
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being irradiated by the photons used for measurement, there is a practical lower limit
on measurement temperatures (usually on the order of a few kelvin). Thirdly, ARPES
cannot measure unoccupied states as there are no electrons to be photoemitted, which
is trivial for an STM to measure by using a bias voltage above the Fermi level. [110]

Fourthly, ARPES generally has limited spatial resolution, meaning it cannot investi-
gate real-space inhomogeneity the electronic properties of a sample.

Figure 2.2: Quasiparticle Interference on the Au(111) Surface
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Images produced during QPI measurement of a gold reference sample. (a) LDOS maps of
a reconstructed Au(111) surface at various energies. (b) q-space maps (Fourier transforms
of LDOS maps) at various energies, showing slices of the dispersing parabolic band. (c)
Energy against q band dispersion, where q=2k.

Figure 2.2 shows the images produced during QPI measurement of a gold reference
sample. The Freidel oscillations (standing waves) produced by scattering from impurity
potentials are clearly visible in the LDOS (dI/dV ) maps shown in (a). The LDOS
maps at various energies are Fourier transformed to produce the q-space dispersions
shown in (b). The diagonal features seen in these images are artefacts caused by
the herringbone structure and are not from the band structure, as evidenced by the
lack of energy dependence. The parabolic dispersion plotted in (c) has its base at
approximately −425 mV, matching photoemission measurements which give an E0 of
−408 mV. [130]

2.1.3 STM Practical Considerations

Whilst the theory presented above is robust, in practice a high performance STM is
a very sensitive beast, and much consideration needs to be put into its design and
installation to ensure that it can operate e�ectively. The following section details a few
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of the main design solutions taken to mitigate the obstacles faced when taking such
precise measurements.

Ultra High Vacuum

STM is an extremely surface sensitive technique; we need surfaces that are both well
de�ned and clean. Well de�ned surfaces are normally determined during the sample
selection/preparation phase by having materials with one or more charge neutral cleave
planes. Cleanliness however is more tricky, as it requires both good sample prepara-
tion and the use of Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV). A surface must have no adsorbed gas
molecules on its surface to be de�ned as atomically clean. In a regular atmospheric
environment there is always a layer of water vapour and gas molecules on any surface.
We therefore perform all experiments in UHV, de�ned as pressure below 1×10−8 Torr.
At atmospheric pressure, the number of molecules that impact a given square centime-
tre of surface is about 3×1023 per second, creating a monolayer in 3×10−9 seconds. At
10−10 Torr (our usual operating pressure), the number of incident molecules becomes
3×1010, giving us several days before a monolayer forms to perform experiments. This
can also be extended in the case of small enclosed systems such as an STM head, as in
the high vacuum regime molecules have a much longer mean free path (on the order of
kilometres for UHV) and e�ectively move independently in a straight line, so if there
is not a direct "line of sight" to the surface it is less likely that molecules will impinge
upon it.

Achieving this vacuum requires multiple stages of pumps, with a rough pump used
to take the pressure down to their operating limit of approximately 10−3 Torr. A
turbomolecular pump is then used to bring the pressure down even lower, to around
10−7 Torr. Ion pumps and titanium sublimation pumps can also be used to maintain
vacuum once the pressure is low enough. Due to the chamber walls having adsorbed
water molecules, the chambers must be baked at 100-150 ◦C for a few days to desorb
the molecules, after which the pressure should be 10−10 Torr and experiments can
commence.

STM Head Design

If we want to take measurements with sub-angstrom precision, we obviously need to be
able to position the sample and tip relative to each other with this level of precision.
This is done in practice using piezoelectric motors, whose precision is extremely high
(assuming the voltage source is close enough to ideal). Modern STMs usually have
the resolution determined by the precision of digital to analogue converters used to
produce the piezo driving signals, which can control the tip position within a few
picometres accuracy. In practice the exact nature of the STM tip is a larger limitation,
but resolutions of tens of picometres are achievable.

There are two stages of piezo motors, one set for coarse motion to position the
sample and tip, and another stage for scanning motion. The tip is set into the top of
the scanning tube piezo motor, which operates via the variable extension and bending
of multiple piezo stacks attached to a tube. By extending all the piezos on the tube
equally, the tip is extended. By extending one side more than the other, a bending
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motion of the tube occurs and the tip moves laterally. It is of note that this causes the
tip to move laterally in a sweep rather than linearly, which needs to be accounted for
when taking large area scans. The scanning tube piezo in our system has a maximum
x,y range of approximately 1.2 µm and z range of 350 nm at 4 K.

Low Temperature Operation

As discussed above, low temperature operation allows much greater energy resolution
in STS measurements, as well as allowing access to the lower energy phases that we
are interested in. In usual operation, we can have stable measurements at 4.2, 1.7
and 0.3 K, and intermediate/higher temperatures can be attained through the use of a
heating element attached to the head that is connected to a feedback circuit to maintain
equilibrium. For 4.2 K, we simply seal the exhaust of the dewar, which means as the
helium bath boils it forms a positive pressure head relative to atmosphere. This forces
liquid helium through the sipper tubes into the 1 K pot and charcoal pump cooling
line, with a fully opened needle valve to allow unimpeded �ow. In this operation mode
the 1 K pot is full of liquid helium at close to atmospheric pressure, resulting in a
stable temperature of 4.2 K.

For lower temperatures, we take advantage of the fact that the boiling temperature
of a liquid is dependent on the pressure of the system, with lower pressures resulting in
lower boiling temperatures. By closing the needle valve and pumping the exhaust line
of the 1 K pot with a powerful vacuum pump, we can reduce the boiling temperature
of 4He to 1.6 K. In practice we actually have the needle valve opened very slightly to
replenish the 4He that vaporises, but not fully open so that the 1 K pot is completely
�ooded with "hot" 4He at 4.2 K. This gives an operating temperature of 1.75 K.

The 300 mK mode operates using the same principle of pumping a liquid to reduce
its boiling point, and all we have done is switched the liquid from 4He to 3He. 3He
has a boiling point of 3.2 K at atm. pressure, and once we pump on it we get stable
temperatures of 300 mK. Due to the rarity and expense of 3He, we have a completely
closed system to avoid any losses, with the charcoal pump being the active pumping
element. At low temperatures, the extremely high surface area of the activated charcoal
within the pump �wants� to adsorb all the 3He atoms, giving a strong pumping e�ect.
When all the liquid has evaporated and adsorbed onto the pump (on the timescale
of 5 days), the temperature of the system again rises. In order to release the atoms
from the charcoal pump again, all we have to do is heat the pump to 50 K to desorb
into gas and then re-condense into liquid, and then we can continue low temperature
experiments.

The design of the cooling system (�g 2.3) is set up in such a way that the STM
head is thermally coupled to the 3He pot, which through the use of the heat switch
can be either decoupled from the 1 K pot (in 300 mK operation) or coupled (in 1.7 K
or 4.2 K operation, and also when recondensing 3He).

A detailed description of the design of the pumping station used to control the
temperature of the system is given in appendix 5.2.
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Figure 2.3: 3He Refrigerator Diagram
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(a) Cartoon showing the basic layout of the 3He sorbtion pump cooling system (not to
scale). (b) Schematic of the Janis/Unisoku system used for the measurements in this
thesis. Reproduced with permission.

Vibration Isolation

Due to the very small length scales involved in the measurement, the tip and sample
need to be held in as close to a vibration-free environment as possible. We �rst design
the STM head to be as rigid as possible to prevent any internal vibration from occurring,
which also means we have reasonable positional repeatability when withdrawing and
re-extending the tip. This is basically considered as a spring with a very high (>10
kHz) harmonic frequency. We then surround the STM head in various nested stages
of vibration isolation (�gure 2.4), with each stage designed to disallow the passage
of vibrations of di�ering frequencies. From the inside out, the �rst layer of isolation
is the fact that the STM head is suspended on springs, which blocks high frequency
vibrations from passing to the head. The next stage is the pneumatic air cushions that
the entire STM apparatus �oats on. This air cushion sits atop a large (approx 2×2×4
m) concrete block, which itself is separated from the �oor by commercial pneumatic
active dampers. The �oor is connected directly to bedrock (luckily our geographic area
is seismically inactive and has no trains or other heavy industry nearby). This entire
arrangement sits inside its own sound isolation room, with all pumps and other sources
of vibration either turned o� during measurement or situated outside the room via the
use of feedthroughs.

The suppressing of harmonic oscillations in the mechanical beams, pneumatics,
springs etc. of the instrumental setup is an arduous but necessary step that must be
undertaken during the initial setup of an instrument. This can be done using sandbags
or tactically placed weights, using rubber sheets/blocks or glass �bre as mechanical
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Figure 2.4: Vibration Isolation for STM Instruments
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Schematic of the vibration isolation setup for the STM head

dampers, by tuning the length/spring constant of springs, adjusting pneumatic air
pressure, �rmly clamping all cables and gas tubes to heavy weights, as well as more
speci�c solutions to individual problems. The general idea is that if there is a harmonic
at some stage, it should be suppressed as much as possible, and then the vibration
transfer function of a later stage should allow no/minimal passage of that frequency.

Electronics

The input and output signals to an STM measurement are all electronic, and so the
correct design of the electronic circuitry is critical to an e�ective measurement.

In normal operation, the bias is usually �xed at either a set value or a predetermined
sweep. The input signal to the feedback circuit is the current, which is converted
to a voltage by a pre-ampli�er. The output is the tip position (via the scanning
piezo tube voltages). This feedback operates via a proportional/integral loop design
which is integrated into the commercial Nanonis Mimea SPM controller that we use for
control of our STM. The hardware also incorporates analogue to digital and digital to
analogue converters to allow us to use a computer to record and control the analogue
input/output signals from the tunnel junction. Due to the high voltage required to
drive the piezo stacks (up to 200 V), there is also a high voltage ampli�er. The lock-in
ampli�er used to record dI/dV curves is also incorporated.

A common source of noise in measurements is 50/60 Hz electronic noise (depending
on where in the world you are), caused by the AC modulation of the electrical grid.
This can be caused directly by the voltage supply to the instruments, but this is easily
mitigated by using a voltage regulator/cleaner between the mains voltage and the
instrument. A more insidious way that this noise can get into the measurements is
via inductive coupling to conductive loops in the experimental setup. This is more
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Figure 2.5: STM Electronics Signal Flow Diagram
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tricky to combat but it can be eliminated by containing the instrumental setup within
a Faraday cage, turning o� all unnecessary electronics within the Faraday cage when
performing measurements, and by eliminating ground loops. All circuitry going to the
STM head also incorporates low pass �lters/pi �lters to �lter out high frequency RF
noise.

In addition to the above steps, it is important that all wires that go from outside the
instrument (at room temp) to the STM head (at low temp) are correctly thermalised
to prevent heat leakage to the measurement.

2.2 Crystal Growth and Sample Preparation

In order to most accurately measure the physics of a surface, we require a surface
which has been either prepared or cleaned in ultra-high vacuum to ensure that we have
no adsorbed gas molecules or dust on the surface, and that the surface has not been
oxidised or reacted with the insidious moisture that is present in ambient conditions.
This is achievable in two main ways, namely by cleaving or by thin �lm methods. The
�rst involves taking a crystal with a charge neutral cleave plane and mounting it on the
sample holder with a conductive paste. While the sample is still in atmosphere a solid
pin or a piece of sticky tape is then attached to the surface, and the sample is then
placed in the UHV chamber (via the use of a small load-lock chamber, with the same
concept as an airlock). After pumping down the system, a mechanical feedthrough is
used to "�ick" the pin or pull o� the tape, which results in cleavage of the sample
and the exposure of a clean surface. It is important to cleave the crystal a few times
before attaching the pin, as this hopefully eliminates any cleave planes that are slightly
cleaved already in atmosphere which may not be visible but will have intercalated gas
molecules between the layers.

With thin �lm methods, the sample to be measured can either grown on a substrate
in-situ or grown and then transferred to the measurement chamber via a vacuum suit-
case. Alternately, a capping layer of an element or compound can be grown over the
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top of the sample that can either be removed via annealing or sputtering in the mea-
surement system, or in some cases if the capping layer does not a�ect the measurement
it can be left on. [131,132]

Figure 2.6: Sample Mounting for STM
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(a) schematic of mounting samples for STM measurements. (b) image of typical mounted
single crystal after cleaving, showing �at shiny surface.

In the case of RTe3, the most favourable method to grow crystals suitable for STM
is via the self-�ux method. The initial study that reported the growth of RTe3 was
Dimasi et al., who grew SmTe3 using LiCl and RbCl as �ux. [61] While this method
successfully produces crystals, it leaves �ux contamination even with the use of several
washing steps after growth. To avoid this problem, Ru et. al demonstrated the use of
self-�ux growth, wherein tellurium is both a constituent of the crystal and the solvent
that the crystal grows from. [64]. This is an e�ective method for all members of the
RTe3 family.

The method that we have found most e�ective for growing high quality single
crystals of CeTe3 (and other RTe3 compounds) is as follows. We �rst prepare chunks of
elemental Ce by removing the storage oil and surface oxidation inevitably present on
commercial Ce. We then weigh out a 1:30 ratio of Ce:Te and seal them under vacuum
in pre-cleaned quartz tubes with quartz wool that acts as a �lter (see �g 2.7). The
tubes are then placed metal side down in a furnace, heated to 950 ◦C for 24 hr to
liquefy all elements and then cooled to 500 ◦C over the course of 7 days. During this
cooling process, RTe3 crystals form as solids in the liquid Te solvent/�ux. We then
quickly remove the tube from the furnace, �ip the tube and put it in a centrifuge while
the Te is still in liquid form. This forces the liquid Te through the �lter to the other
end of the tube whilst the CeTe3 crystals are blocked. Upon opening the tubes, we are
(normally) greeted by large, high quality single crystals sat atop the quartz wool �lter.
There is a very thin layer of Te �ux which remains on the crystals which needs to be
removed to prevent contamination of the STM and unpredictable sample cleavage. We
do this either with a razorblade (taking care not to apply pressure or shear force to
the crystal) or via the use of a post-growth annealing step.

The samples are then mounted on copper plates ready to be put in the STM prepa-
ration chamber.
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Figure 2.7: Flux Growth Catch Filter Method
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Cartoon illustrating �ux growth using quartz wool as a catch �lter.

2.3 ARPES Measurements

Whilst ARPES measurements are not the main focus of this thesis, because we worked
with collaborators to re�ne our tight binding band structure model I will brie�y
overview the working principle behind ARPES.

Figure 2.8: Key Concepts in ARPES

Illustration of key concepts in ARPES. (a) depicts the relevant geometries of the incoming
photon, solid angles of the ejected photoelectron and analyser. (b) shows the conservation
of energy in the photoemission process, where Ekin = hν − Φ − EB. (c) shows the
conservation of momentum in the photoemission process, where momentum parallel to the
surface is conserved but perpendicular momentum is not. Adapted with permission from
Atwa [133].

Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) derives its core working prin-
ciple from the photoelectric e�ect. When a photon of light impinges on a surface, it
transfers energy to the electrons in the material and excites them. When the energy
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transferred is greater than the work function of the material, these electrons are ejected
from the surface of the material and are known as photoelectrons. [134,135]

The energy of the electrons are conserved such that

Ekin = hν − Φ− EB (2.11)

where Φ is the work function of the material (the minimum energy required to
remove an electron from the material) and EB is the binding energy of the electron.
Electron momentum parallel to the surface is also conserved such that

ℏk f
|| = ℏk i

|| =
√

2mEkin(sinθ cosψ kx + sinθ cosψ k y) (2.12)

where ℏk f
|| and ℏk i

|| are the parallel momentum components of the �nal (ejected pho-
toelectron) and initial (bound electron in the material) states respectively. [136] ℏ is the
reduced Planck constant, m is the rest mass of an electron and (θ, ψ) are the solid
emission angles of the photoelectron. It is noteworthy that momentum perpendicular
to the surface is not conserved, however as we are measuring a material that is 2D in
nature we can assume that this is unimportant. This limitation can be overcome by
estimating the perpendicular momentum using advanced photon sources, however this
is outside the scope of this thesis.

Therefore if we use a monochromatic photon source of a known energy and measure
the kinetic energy and emission angle of the photoelectrons, we can map the energy E
vs k relation of the electrons within the material. Using this we can directly map the
band structure, which has been used extremely e�ectively to understand materials such
as high temperature superconductors, topological insulators, semimetals, 2D materials,
heterostructures, and more. [136].

2.4 Tight Binding Band Structure Calculations

The tight binding band structure calculations for CeTe3 (and all RTe3 compounds) are
relatively simple, as the Fermi level EF lies within the Te p orbital manifold. Only the
px and pz orbitals are partially �lled and contribute to the density of states near the
Fermi level. The Te py and s orbitals are completely �lled and the rare earth d orbitals
are completely empty, and are therefore located away from EF and not considered in
the model. [137,138] The dispersions of the px and pz orbitals can be modelled as 1D
chains, given by the equations:

Epx = −2t cos[kx + kz] + 2t′ cos[kx − kz]− EF

Epz = −2t cos[kx − kz] + 2t′ cos[kx + kz]− EF

(2.13)

where the t is the term for hopping along a chain and t′ is the term for hopping
perpendicular to the chain. [71,85] The Fermi level EF is set to −2 t sin(π

8
) on the

assumption that Ce is trivalent and donates two electrons in to the Te atoms in the
CeTe slab and 0.5 electrons to each of the �anking Te planes. As the py is completely
�lled, this leaves 1.25 electrons in each of the remaining p orbitals. [71] The slope of
the bands as they cross Ef is the Fermi velocity, which is primarily determined by t,
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and the Fermi surface curvature is determined by t/t′. [87] The resulting Fermi surface
consisting of perpendicular distorted chains is shown in �gure 2.9a. In this �rst basic
approximation the bands are totally non-interacting, however at band crossings this
contradicts the Pauli exclusion principle (as the bands would have the same quantum
numbers). We therefore use basic perturbation theory to solve for the interacting band
dispersions. The dispersion relations are given by the solutions of the Hamiltonian
matrix

E(k) =

[
Epx V
V Epz

]
(2.14)

where Epx and Epx are the bare dispersions and V is the term de�ning the strength
of the interaction. With V set at zero, the eigenvalues of this matrix are simply the
original non-interacting (unperturbed) band dispersions. When V has a �nite value,
the eigenvalues are the new interacting band dispersions. This interaction results in
a gap opening due to the disallowed crossing, with an hole-like inner square pocket
centred at Γ and an electron-like outer pocket centred at the K point of the 2D BZ
(shown in �gure 2.9b).

Now we must account for the additional periodicity of the lattice caused by the
superlattice(s) that are formed. In a periodic system, if a distortion or modi�cation
that creates a superlattice occurs in real space there will be a corresponding shrinkage
of the Brillouin zone and change in symmetry in reciprocal space. [139,140] The new
band dispersions within the �rst BZ can be determined by using the fact that when
the new symmetry of the lattice causes the �rst, second and higher order BZs to be
inequivalent, the bands are backfolded into the new BZ. Translation of the bands by the
lattice vector of the superstructure is symmetrically equivalent. Therefore to account
for the periodicity of the CDW, we must translate the bands by the CDW nesting
vector qCDW to determine the positions of the shadow bands within the �rst BZ, as
illustrated in 2.9c. These CDW shadow bands have a high degree of overlap with the
original bands within the indicated grey region, which due to avoided crossings opens
the CDW energy gap in this region of k-space.

An extra complication arises from the fact that the Te sheets have a di�erent
symmetry to the overall lattice due to the inequivalence between the two Te sheets
making up the Te bilayer. This means the 3D crystal structure has a di�erent Brillouin
zone to the 2D sheet. To obtain a more realistic Fermi surface, we must take the bands
calculated for the 2D FS and fold them (or equivalently, translate them by 1 3D BZ) to
obtain a new FS that contains both the original and the folded bands. This is the same
e�ect as caused by the CDW, however the CDW causes translation in the kx direction
by a vector incommensurate with the lattice, whereas the 2D to 3D BZ folding causes
a translation in both kx and ky by a vector commensurate with the lattice. The Fermi
surface obtained after taking into account this 2D→3D BZ folding is illustrated in �g.
2.9d.

For clarity, from this point onwards we will refer to the non-translated px and py
derived bands (as shown in 2.9b) as "original bands". We will refer to the translated
bands caused by the CDW (green in 2.9c) as "CDW shadow bands". We will refer
to the translated bands caused by the inequivalence of the 2D Te net BZ and the
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Figure 2.9: Cartoon Fermi Surface
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Cartoon illustrating the Fermi surface derived from the simple tight binding model. Blue
dotted square indicates the 2D Brillouin zone, black square indicates the 3D Brillouin zone.
(a) shows the original non-interacting px and pz bands. (b) The same bands after an
interaction term is included, causing a forbidden crossing and a gap to open. The primary
CDW nesting vector qCDW is indicated with the green arrow. (c) Original bands shown in
black and the CDW shadow bands are shown in green. Grey region indicates the regions
where overlap of the original and shadow bands is high, meaning the avoided crossings will
open the CDW gap in this region. Only the CDW FS pockets/bands with their centres at
ky = 0 are shown for clarity. (d) Fermi with the e�ects of 2D to 3D band folding, with the
original bands in black and the folded bands in red.

underlying 3D structures BZ (red in 2.9d) as "BZ folded bands". When referring to
both sets of translated bands we will use the terms "shadow bands" and "replica bands"
interchangeably.

This Fermi surface gives a good approximation as to the shape, size and location of
the Fermi surface features in CeTe3 (and other RTe3 members). It is however missing
the important e�ect of interactions between the replica bands and the original bands,
which cause the Fermi surface reconstructions such as energy gaps and hybrid pock-
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ets observed experimentally. [13,14,71,81,83,86] Treating these bands as non-interacting is
clearly not an appropriate approximation for this system due to the substantial mo-
mentum dependant gaps caused by the broken translational symmetry.

We rectify this shortcoming by introducing a larger interacting model. Using the
same pertubative approach as above, we construct a 12×12 Hamiltonian matrix for the
system, given below. The non-interacting initial 12 bands consist of the 2 original px
and pz bands (given by Epx and Epz, equation 2.13) and their BZ folded replicas (Epx 3D

and Epz 3D). The remaining 8 bands consist of the previous 4 bands translated either
forward or backward by qCDW . Only the �rst order interactions caused by a single
qCDW translation are accounted for, as it is assumed that while higher order interactions
will exist due to the incommensurate nature of the CDW, they will be weak enough to
be negligible. [141] The interaction term VP accounts for the interaction strength among
the original and the BZ folded bands, VCDW accounts for the interaction strength of
the CDW shadow bands. Our results are comparable to those for a similar model
presented by Moore et al. [87], however details on the parameters and implementation
of their model are sparse and so it cannot be determined how our models di�er in detail
and execution. A similar model is also presented by Chikina et al. [81], with a few key
di�erences. Their model takes into account bilayer splitting, whereas ours does not.
Our model takes into account BZ folded bands that are also translated by qCDW , which
theirs does not. They use their model to �t ARPES data of NdTe3, and successfully
reproduce the hybridisation of the bands that leads the the observed pockets.

We adjusted the parameters of our model by �rst de�ning a reasonable guess for
the initial values based on literature and rough estimations, and then adjusting the
parameters until our calculated Fermi surface was a very close match to the SX-ARPES
measured FS. The results of this �tting are provided and discussed in chapter 3, section
3.3.

Epx VP VP VP VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW

VP Epz VP VP VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW

VP VP Epx 3D VP VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW

VP VP VP Epz 3D VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW

VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW Epx+q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW 0 Epz+q 0 0 0 0 0 0
VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW 0 0 Epx-q 0 0 0 0 0
VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW 0 0 0 Epz-q 0 0 0 0
VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW 0 0 0 0 Epx 3D+q 0 0 0
VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW 0 0 0 0 0 Epz 3D+q 0 0
VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW 0 0 0 0 0 0 Epx 3D-q 0
VCDW VCDW VCDW VCDW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Epz 3D-q



Eq. (2.15) - Hamiltonian matrix used for the calculation of the interacting tight binding
model



Chapter 3

Synthesis, ARPES and Tight Binding

�t for CeTe3

3.1 Sample Growth and Characterisation

For the growth of CeTe3 single crystal samples, we used the self-�ux method reported
by Ru and Fisher [64]. Details of the self-�ux method are described in the methods
section. We optimised the parameters, �nding that using a �ux ratio of 1 : 30 Ce:Te
gave the highest quality large crystals. We used the temperature pro�le given in �g. 3.1,
with a 24 hour soak at 900 ◦C before a 7 day slow cooling to 500 ◦C, before centrifuging
the tubes as soon after furnace removal as possible to avoid early solidi�cation of the
Te �ux. Results given in this thesis were performed on crystals that were cleaned of
residual �ux using a scalpel.

Figure 3.1: Self-�ux Growth Temperature Pro�le
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Temperature pro�le used for the self-�ux binary melt growth of CeTe3.

Whilst excess �ux can be removed manually, the crystals are fragile and can easily
be damaged by manual handling. In order to minimising handling, we trialled using
a post-growth annealing step that consisted of gently packing the grown crystals in
quartz wool, sealing them in an evacuated quartz tube and annealing in a furnace
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at 500 ◦C for a few hours before letting the furnace cool passively. This successfully
removed excess �ux without causing damage to the crystals. Interestingly, we found
that also resulted in a dramatic reduction in defects within the crystal as measured
by STM topography. While usually we found a defect density of approximately 5-6
intrinsic defects per 100 nm with non-annealed crystals, we found this number was an
order of magnitude lower in annealed samples. In fact, the defect density was so low
in the annealed crystals that we were unable to perform QPI measurements due to the
lack of scattering centres, meaning we reverted to using manually cleaned crystals for
SI-STM experiments. This step may be useful to incorporate for future experiments
where an extremely high crystal quality is desired such as transport, magnetisation or
di�raction.

To determine the absence of coexisting phases we performed (0k0) X-ray di�raction
scans using a Bruker D8 discover with using a 0.2 mm nickel foil kβ �lter and a
collimator. To mount the samples for XRD analysis, we either mount them on a glass
slide using low adhesion double sided tape, or mount them on the sample plates used
for STM before performing the scans. A typical scan is shown in �gure 3.2, showing
the appearance of the expected peaks from CeTe3. There is also a very small unknown
peak occurring at 2θ ≈ 44◦, which does not originate from CeTe, CeTe2 or Te impurity
phases. We suspect it may be the signature of the (111) plane of austentitic stainless
steel which is found somewhere in the beamline of the di�ractometer.

Figure 3.2: (0k0) X-Ray Di�raction Scan of CeTe3
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(0k0) X-ray di�raction scan of CeTe3 with assigned peaks.

We also performed SC-XRD on a representative sample using a Bruker D8 Venture
and obtained the lattice parameters given in table 3.1, which correspond with values
given in literature for CeTe3. [142,143]

From these X-ray di�raction results we can con�dently say that we have success-
fully obtained high quality single crystals of CeTe3. Our next characterisation step
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Table 3.1: CeTe3 Lattice Parameters from SC-XRD

a b c α β γ

4.37390 Å 26.00400 Å 4.38670 Å 90◦ 90◦ 90◦

Table of lattice parameters obtained from SC-XRD

was to measure magnetisation and heat capacity for our samples to correlate them
with literature results. DC Magnetisation results were carried out using a Magnetic
Properties Measurement System (Quantum Design) with a 3He insert [144] and heat ca-
pacity measurements were carried out using a Physical Properties Measurement System
(Quantum Design). The resulting curves are shown in �gure 3.3

Figure 3.3: Magnetisation vs Temperature curves for CeTe3

temperature (K)

1 2 3 4

Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility (left axis) and heat capacity (right
axis) for CeTe3. The three magnetisation curves are labelled with their corresponding crystal
axis (note that b-axis is out-of-plane in this system). These results were published in Okuma
et al. [8]

From these M-T and heat capacity curves we can see that there are two Neel
transition temperatures, assigned as TN1 and TN2. This compares very well to the
work of Deguchi et al. [78], who showed that above TN1 (at 3.1 K), the material is
paramagnetic. In between TN1 and TN2 (1.3 K to 3.1 K) an intermediate state forms,
and below TN2 the material is a long range antiferromagnet.
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3.2 ARPES Measurements

In this section we discuss the ARPES results which we used to re�ne our tight binding
model parameters. The experiment was performed at the beamline BL25SU at the
SPring-8 facility. [145] For the results presented in this thesis, the total experimental
energy resolution was approximately 60 meV for a photon energy (hν) of 600 eV. All
samples were cleaved at a pressure of 5×108 Pa at approximately 20 K, exposing shiny
surfaces. The sample temperature was kept at 16 K during the measurement.

Figure 3.4 is a map of the measured spectral weight near the Fermi level of CeTe3
integrated over a range of 80 meV. The main features in this map show the di�erence
in the FS of the 1st and 2nd BZ, with a small inner square centred at (0,0) in the BZ
coordinates and a larger outer square centred at (2,0) and (0,2). These main inner
and outer pockets are exactly as expected from the simple tight binding structure, as
depicted in �g. 2.9b. Additional to these main pockets, we also observe the weaker
intensity replica bands, especially evident outside the 1st BZ where they are not over-
shadowed by the much stronger intensity of the original non-replica bands. The reason
that these replica bands are less intense is due to the fact that the intensity of a folded
FS in ARPES is proportional to the strength of the coupling that is responsible for
the folding, and in the case of CeTe3 this is the weak coupling between the Te layer
and the CeTe slab. [85,141] This map also shows clearly the twofold symmetry that is
common to all RTe3 compounds in the CDW1 state, with the CDW gap opening along
the kx direction. These results agree very closely with previous ARPES studies on
RTe3 compounds. [9,71,81,84�88]

Figure 3.4: ARPES Fermi Surface
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Low

Fermi Surface of CeTe3 as measured by ARPES. Measurement was carried out at 16 K
with a photon energy of 600 eV. White box indicates the 1BZ, dotted markers indicate the
inner and outer square pockets as predicted from the TB model, as in �gure 2.9b.

A dispersion linecut is shown in �gure 3.5b, taken along the red line indicated in
3.5a. The most intense signals are the main px and pz derived bands, marked in blue.
These bands hybridise to form the hole-like pockets that are observed in the Fermi
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surface. We show the partially gapped nature of the Fermi surface in �gure 3.5 c, d
and e, which show the contours of constant energy of the main hole-like pocket inside
the CDW gap (c,d) and outside the gap (e). The momentum position of the gap occurs
along the kx direction (coincident with the CDW nesting vector qCDW ) and causes the
the square pocket to split into upper and lower chevrons. This changes the symmetry
of the Fermi surface from fourfold symmetry outside the CDW energy gap to twofold
symmetry inside the gap.

Figure 3.5: Band Dispersions from ARPES
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Experimental band dispersion of CeTe3. (a) is the Fermi surface as shown in �g. 3.4,
with a red line indicating the cut taken to show the band dispersion in (b). Dotted blue
lines are a guide to the eye indicating the main px and pz derived bands. (c,d,e) are
contours of constant energy of the inner pocket centred around Γ of the 1st BZ ((0,0) in
BZ coordinates) at EF, at −0.14 eV (inside CDW gap) and at −0.32 eV (outside CDW
gap), showing the evolution of the gap in the kx direction.

3.3 Tight Binding Fit

We use this measured ARPES Fermi surface to empirically �t the parameters of our
tight binding model. By adjusting the parameters t (hopping along a chain), t′ (hopping
perpendicular to the chain), Vp (hybridisation between the p orbitals, including those
folded from the 2D BZ) and VCDW (hybridisation between the CDW shadow bands and
the other bands) we can achieve a close match between the theoretical and measured
Fermi surface. The parameters used are given in table 3.2 (n.b. the atomic Te spacing
is not necessarily indicative of the actual Te spacing, and was adjusted to account for
a slight distortion of the collected ARPES data)
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Table 3.2: Table of Tight Binding Model Parameters

Parameter Value
a (Te lattice parameter, Å) 3.19

t −1.9
t′ 0.35
Vp 0.47

VCDW 0.39
CDW periodicity (units of a) 2.1

Empirically derived parameters used for the tight binding model simulation.

In �gure 3.6a we present the original 12 bands as described earlier. These consist of
the 2 original px and pz bands (in dark and light blue respectively) and their BZ folded
replicas (in green). The four red bands are the px and pz bands translated forwards
or backwards in kx by qCDW, and the four grey bands BZ folded replicas translated
forwards or backwards in kx by qCDW. All bands are therefore de�ned by the same
relationship with energy, with only their momentum relation being di�erent between
the bands.

In �gure 3.6b we show the Fermi surface after introducing the interaction terms
between the bands. Hybridisation of the bands occurs, resulting in gaps appearing and
the formation of new pockets on the FS. It can be seen that di�erent regions of the
pockets can be directly traced to the initial non-interacting band that they derive from,
which becomes important later for scattering analysis. Also evident is the prominent
CDW gap in the kx direction, as is expected due to our inclusion of the qCDW periodicity
in the interacting Hamiltonian.

As discussed above, the bands with the most obvious spectral weight in ARPES
are the original, non-folded px and pz bands. In 3.6c we overlay the TB calculated
px and pz bands onto the SX-ARPES FS and see an excellent agreement between our
simulation and experiment. Our model is also fully consistent with literature ARPES
and simulation results. [71,84,85,87]
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Figure 3.6: TB model Fermi Surface and Comparison to ARPES FS
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(a) Fermi surface of the 12 non-interacting bands taken as the starting point of the TB
model. Colours indicate the origin of the bands, described in the legend. (b) Interacting
tight binding model Fermi Surface. Colours indicate which region of the new pockets
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Chapter 4

Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy and

Quasiparticle Interference of CeTe3

4.1 Topography and Charge Density Wave Measure-

ments

4.1.1 Topography

Figure 4.1 shows the topographic surface of the CeTe3 crystal as measured by STM
at 4.2 K. This top surface consists of the Te square net with the CeTe slab being
below the surface, as expected from the crystal structure's facile cleave plane between
the Te bilayer. This cleavage is highly repeatable; in dozens of measurements, we
never observed a di�erent surface termination. Clearly observable in the topography
is the square net with unidirectional charge density wave modulations in the vertical
axis. Also visible are the scattering centres which are required for QPI measurement,
appearing as X-shaped modulations in the topographic height.

4.1.2 Fourier Analysis of Topography

In order to carefully analyse the periodicity of the sample surface, we take the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) of the topograph, shown in �gure 4.2a. The Bragg peaks
originating from the Te square net are demarcated by a red square; the lattice constant
of said net as calculated from these Bragg peaks is 3.1 Å, in agreement with literature
and our XRD results. The alternate Bragg peaks that are a result of the subsurface
Ce structure causing modulations of the Te net are demarcated in blue. From here
onwards it will be convenient to consider the results in the reference frame of this
larger real space (smaller reciprocal space) 3D net in the same manner as the earlier
chapters; unless otherwise speci�ed, BZ will refer to the 3D Brillouin zone. We label
the vectors at the Bragg peaks as a∗ and c∗.

In addition to the Bragg peaks, we also observe multiple peaks related to the CDW.
A linecut of these peaks along the Γ-X direction of these peaks is shown in �g. 4.2.
The folded band structure means that there are two equivalent CDW nesting vectors at
2/7c∗ and 5/7c∗, labelled as q'CDW and qCDW respectively. We also observe additional
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Figure 4.1: Topography of the CeTe3 Surface
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Topography of the CeTe3 surface. Inset is a closeup of the region indicated. Vb = −60 mV,
Iset = 500 pA, T = 4.2 K

peaks which are linear combinations of q'CDW and c∗ which occur due to wavevector
mixing. A simple assumption is that when we observe the convolution of two sine
waves (CDW and atomic in our case) with STM, the signal will be proportional to
the sum of the two waves. If however there is an asymmetry in the way the CDW
couples to the peaks and troughs of the atomic corrugation, we instead see that the
signal has a component proportional to the product of the waves. As succinctly stated
by Tomic et al. [92], "the signal will exhibit a contribution similar to the product of
the two waves if the CDW signal is stronger at the atomic lattice sites and weaker at
the locations between atoms, or vice versa". As the product of two sine waves can be
expressed by a sum and a di�erence

sin(q'CDW )sin(c∗) =
1

2
cos(q'CDW − c∗)− 1

2
cos(q'CDW + c∗) (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Fourier Transform Analysis of CeTe3 Topography Data
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(a) 2D Fast Fourier Transform of the topography shown in �g.4.1. (b) Linecut of the topo
taken along the Γ-X direction, as indicated by the orange arrow in 4.2a.

we can expect to see peaks at q'CDW + c∗ and q'CDW − c∗. As indicated by the
label markers in �g. 4.2b, we do indeed see these peaks, in addition to higher order
harmonics. Tomic et al. [92] propose that the peak/trough asymmetry that causes this
e�ect results from the fact that the CDW modulates the amplitude of the surface Te
electron density, and these Te atoms lie at the troughs of the subsurface lattice. The
weak e�ect of the CDW upon the subsurface lattice results in the asymmetry and hence
the wavevector mixing.

We also note that we see a replica of the CDW peaks along the top and bottom
of the FFT image, connecting the Te Bragg peaks along the edge of the third 3D
Brillouin zone. These peaks arise from a combination of carrier density modulation
and structural modulation of the Te net, further breaking the translational symmetry
and causing these additional peaks to appear. The intensity of the peaks is given by a
combination of the strength of the tunnelling signal from the modulation component
with the corresponding periodicity (in the case of carrier density modulation) and the
magnitude of the atom displacements (in the case of the structural modulation). [93]

4.1.3 dI/dV Spectroscopy

We now move on to discuss our dI/dV spectroscopy of the surface of CeTe3. Figure
4.3 shows the obtained spectrum when averaged from 186, 624 individual spectra taken
over an area of 90 by 90 nm.

As discussed in the introduction chapter, the formation of a CDW state results in
an energy gap opening in the nested regions of the Fermi surface, leading to a gap
in the measured LDOS (dI/dV ). In CeTe3, Ralevi¢ et al. [93] showed the presence of
the expected energy gap in the dI/dV spectrum at room temperature. Our results
are broadly similar, showing the appearance of a gap within which is remaining DOS
due to a partially gapped FS. The inherent asymmetry of the dI/dV curve arises from
the fact that with STM we can probe the DOS at energies other than EF, meaning
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we are not only probing the px and pz orbitals but also the py orbital. [91] Due to the
py orbital being completely �lled, it is more energetically favourable to remove elec-
trons from it at negative bias voltages compared to adding electrons at positive bias
voltages. This results in energies below EF having a higher DOS, and therefore an
asymmetric dI/dV curve. [93] This type of asymmetry observed for other RTe3 com-
pounds; it is also frequently seen in other CDW systems such as transition metal
dichalcogenides. [36,91�93,146,147]

Figure 4.3: Wide Energy Range dI/dV Spectroscopy of the CeTe3 Surface
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dI/dV spectroscopy of CeTe3 in the range ± 500 mV. Asterisks mark peak positions.
Vmod 20 mV, 961 Hz

Figure 4.3 shows two weak peak features marked with asterisks at −230 meV and
330 meV. Whilst our �rst instinct would be to assign these peaks as the edges of the
CDW gap, they give a CDW gap value of ∆STM

CDW = 300 meV, which is smaller than the
≈ 400 meV gap measured by other STM and ARPES studies. [85,93] Additionally, the
density of states between these peaks is not signi�cantly depressed. Ralevi¢ et al. [93]
propose that the true CDW gap edges exist at -340 meV and 405 meV, however we
do not observe any peaks at these values. It is possible that the features we observe
are due to gap formation involving the shadow bands, however it is not possible to
con�rm this with our experimental data. As discussed by Spera et al. [148], the con-
clusive determination of CDW gaps via STS is problematic due to a lack of momentum
resolution and the di�culty of disentangling DOS features arising from the CDW gap
and from other origins. Regardless of the exact position of the gap edges, it can be
seen from our spectroscopy that there is a v-shaped �nite DOS within the gap, as is
expected from the partially gapped band structure present in CeTe3.
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Figure 4.4: dI/dV Spectroscopy of the CeTe3 Surface near EF
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dI/dV spectroscopy of CeTe3 in the range ± 50 mV. Vmod 5 mV, 961 Hz

In �gure 4.4 we show the area averaged dI/dV spectra collected in the range
± 50 mV. We observe the appearance of an obvious gap feature in the range ≈
±15 mV. This could be caused by a coupling to the 3 THz (12 meV) out-of-plane A1g
phonon mode, or it could arise from a more exotic interaction involving the axial Higgs
mode, which would be expected to occur in the same energy range. [16,149]

4.2 Quasiparticle Interference Measurements

4.2.1 Experimental Results

Observation of QPI

We now discuss our observation of the QPI pattern near EF in the range ±40 meV.
The dI/dV maps at Vb = −40, 0, and +40 meV are shown in �gure 4.5a, c, and e,
where Vb = 0 corresponds to EF. These maps are taken from a 70× 70 nm area of the
same surface shown in �gure 4.1. The wave-like conductance corrugations indicative of
QPI are clearly observed in the real-space images. To extract the characteristic wave
vectors, the FFT images of the conductance maps are shown in 4.5b, d, and f. Visible
in these Fourier transform images are the same Bragg peaks and CDW peaks observed
for the topographic image, and additionally we see streak-like patterns arising from
quasiparticle interference. These streak patterns are present in all three energies −40,
0, and +40 meV. These FFT maps are symmetrised around ky = 0 and kx = 0 to
increase S/N ratio; a comparison between the symmetrised and the raw data to verify
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the the validity of the symmetrisation is given in appendix 5.2.
The characteristics of the QPI signal are essentially similar between the three ener-

gies, which is expected given the narrow energy range of the spectroscopic imaging. We
also note the appearance of non-dispersive artefact peaks along the line ky = ±0.2 Å−1,
indicated with green arrows in 4.5d. These peaks arise from long-cycle periodic noise
that occurred during the measurement, visible as horizontal streaks in the real-space
images. These peaks are notably absent in other partial QPI datasets taken under
similar conditions (shown in appendix 5.2), proving their origin as periodic noise.

Figure 4.5: Quasiparticle Interference Maps of CeTe3 at Di�erent Energies
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dI/dV maps with their Fourier transforms at −40 meV (a,b), 0 meV (c,d), and 40 meV
(e,f), showing the wave-like corrugations caused by quasiparticle interference. Red square
in (b,d,f) indicates the Bragg peak of the Te square net. Maps taken on a 70 nm by 70 nm
area of the topo shown in �g. 4.1 with Vmod 5 meV, 961 Hz, setpoint −15 meV/500 pA

In �gure 4.6a we show an enlarged image of the Fourier map at the Fermi energy
shown in �gure 4.5d. The main motif of the QPI signals is streaky patterns that are
diagonal with respect to qx/qy. The appearance of streaks gives us clues as to the
origin of the signal; scattering between points/small regions of DOS localised in k-
space would result in dispersive points in the q-space QPI signal (c.f. the octet model
in cuprates), whereas scattering between longer parallel sections will result in streaks.
The appearance of streaks is therefore consistent with the Fermi surface of CeTe3,
which consists of long, nearly parallel chains diagonal to kx/ky.

In �gure 4.6b, it is demonstrated that the features present in the QPI map outside
the �rst Brillouin zone are re�ections/translations of the features inside. This occurs
with the same periodicity and symmetry as the replication of the CDW vectors for the
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Figure 4.6: Quasiparticle Interference at EF and Dispersions of QPI channels
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(a) Fourier transform of dI/dV mapping at the Fermi energy, as shown in �g 4.5d. (b)
shows the same as (a), with an overlay illustrating how the features contained in the second
BZ in the ky direction are re�ections/translations of the �rst BZ (c) closeup of the �rst BZ,
with the two main QPI channels marked and labelled qs1 and qs2. Green triangles indicate
the q'CDW wavevector. (d) energy vs k linecut taken along the line indicated by the orange
arrow in b), showing the energy dispersive nature of the channels, con�rming their origin
as quasiparticle interference.

topographic FFT, showing that the high |q| QPI signals (i.e. far from Γ) are in fact low
|q| signals that have been replicated at the Bragg peaks due to the broken translational
symmetry of the surface (as discussed above in section 4.1.2). This broken symmetry
means that the Γ and S high symmetry points of the 2D Brillouin zone (or equivalently
the Γ and Y points of the third 3D Brillouin zone) are no longer inequivalenta. Due
to all of the information in the QPI patterns therefore being contained within the 1st

BZ, we therefore focus our attention to understanding the signals here (which will
automatically allow us to understand all the other signals).

We note however the appearance of dispersive point-like signals at the upper and
lower boundaries of the 1st Brillouin zone. Due to the Fermi surface having an obvious
symmetry relation with this position, this scattering vector is well nested, with many
possible k-space origins contributing to this signal. Due to the manifold nature of this
QPI channel, we are unable to determine which vectors in k-space contribute more or
less to the signal in q-space.

Figure 4.6c shows the �rst Brillouin zone of the FFT image in 4.6a, with the main
observed QPI channels designated as qs1 and qs2. An E vs k linecut taken normal to
these channels (marked with an orange arrow) is shown in �gure 4.6d with the channels

a(n.b. high symmetry point notation is for the primitive orthorhombic lattice, see
doi.org/10.1016/j.commatsci.2010.05.010 �g. 7 for reference) [150]

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.commatsci.2010.05.010
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qs1 and qs2 marked with guides to the eye. The slope of the energy dispersion of these
channels is steep, as is expected from the wide bandwidth and consequently high group
velocity of CeTe3, however the channels are clearly dispersive with respect to energy.
This con�rms their origin as scattering signals from quasiparticle interference.

q Relation between QPI and CDW Wavevectors

We brie�y compare the q-space positions of the QPI signals and the CDW nesting
vector qCDW. As shown in �gure 4.7, the signals are distinct from each other with no
overlap. There is no observed QPI signal close to the qCDW vector, and the close up in
panel 4.7 makes clear the separation between the scattering channel qs1 and the q'CDW.
They remain separate over the full range of our measurement (±50 meV), and a simple
extrapolation indicates that the QPI signals will intersect the CDW wavevector far
below EF , however a quantitative determination of the value is challenging from the
available data.

Figure 4.7: Comparison between CDW and QPI Wavevectors
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(a) QPI pattern at EF , with Te square net Bragg peak indicated by the red square, and
the qCDW and q'CDW peaks indicated with light blue triangles. (b) close up of the region
indicated in (a), illustrating the di�erence in qx/qy position for the QPI and CDW peaks
near Γ. (c,d) the same as (a) but for Vb = −40 and +40 mV respectively.

This observation bears mentioning as it indicates to us that the QPI channels
observed near EF have a di�erent periodicity to the CDW, meaning that the FS nesting
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giving rise to the QPI and the CDW di�er. This is of course expected within the CDW
energy gap, as the CDW vector gaps out the Fermi surface at momenta where the
nesting is strong, meaning there are no states remaining for quasiparticle scattering to
occur. A close analysis of the QPI occurring outside the CDW gap and its relation to
the nesting vectors may allow us to draw conclusions about the driving force behind
the CDW by giving insights into the nesting condition of the Fermi surface. Arguello
et al. [120] argue that the dissimilarity of qCDW and qQPI is indicative of EPC being
the driving force of CDW formation in 2H-NbSe2, however it is by no means conclusive
proof by itself. Due to the narrow energy window of the results presented in this
thesis, we cannot use the relationship between the relative positions of the QPI and
CDW wavevectors to draw a de�nitive conclusion regarding the FSN/EPC debate in
RTe3 and we reserve such analysis for future work.

Origin of QPI signals

To understand and explain the origin of the QPI signals, we �rst discuss a very basic
qualitative prediction of scattering in a system with linear chains. Considering the
highest spectral weight/measured DOS at EF is from the px and pz chains, it is rea-
sonable to consider the scattering behaviour of only linear chains to begin with before
moving onto the consideration of folded bands. The inter-band scattering between the
px and pz derived chains, while allowed, gives many possible q vectors with few vectors
having the same direction and magnitude due to the diagonal nature of the chains.
This would result in a smeared distribution across all of q-space, being nearly indis-
tinguishable from slightly increased background noise. Intra-band scattering however
(i.e. px to px and pz to pz) results in many overlapping vectors of the same direction
(along the chain), and many of the same magnitude (due to the same magnitude vector
being able to be translated along the chain to di�erent kinital positions and still having
a valid kfinal state). These scattering vectors would result in a strong streaky channel
in the QPI signal, however this basic qualitative prediction would have the streaky
channel originating at |q| = 0, which is clearly not observed in our experimental data.
In fact, streaky signals that do not cross |q| = 0 imply scattering between regions of
the FS that are parallel but non-collinear. In CeTe3, this corresponds to scattering
between the original p orbital bands and their replicas caused by BZ folding and CDW
periodicity.

4.2.2 Simulation Results

Main Band Scattering

To con�rm this hypothesis, we performed joint density of states (JDOS) simulations
on our calculated TB band structure. We take our CEC as a window around a certain
energy, meaning that we take into account the states near EF which have been shown
to be important for the nesting condition in CeTe3. [43] From this semi-constant energy
contour, we then perform autocorrelation to simulate the QPI signal whilst controlling
the bands that contribute to the overall result. We �rst simulate between only the
original p orbitals, either allowing only intra-band scattering (i.e. px to px and pz to
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Figure 4.8: QPI Simulation of Scattering Between the Original p-orbital Derived Bands

(a) TB simulated Fermi surface consisting of the p-orbital derived px and pz chains. Black
square marks the 1st 3DBZ (b) Simulated QPI pattern allowing only intra-band scattering
from each band to itself. (c) The same as b), with red markers overlaid indicating the
positions of the experimentally observed QPI signals. d,e) show the simulated QPI when
any scattering is allowed, including the e�ect of inter-band scattering.

pz) or allowing both intra-band and inter-band (i.e. px to pz). The Fermi surface used
for the simulations and the resulting QPI patterns are shown in �gure 4.8.

From �gure 4.8b and c, it is clear that the intra-band scattering causes the strong
signal crossing |q| = 0 as discussed above, and fails to replicate the experimental results.
When we simulate the pattern allowing inter-band scattering (4.8d and e), we observe
a higher background signal distributed throughout q-space. We note however that
both the outer qs1 and the inner qs2 experimental channel are not reproduced in the
simulation. The main scattering intensity predicted is still the |q| = 0 channel, leading
us to conclude that this simulation �ts the experimental data poorly, and so we expand
our scattering model to include the shadow bands in order to explain our experimental
observation. The potential causes for this unexpected intensity are discussed later.

Shadow Band Scattering

Figure 4.9 shows similar simulations as �gure 4.8, but now with the addition of the
replica/shadow bands caused by BZ folding and the CDW shadow bands, as described
in methods section 2.4. The calculated Fermi surface used for these simulations is
shown in �gure 4.9a. Following the results of the simulation in �g. 4.8, the scattering
was con�ned to that occurring between original and replica bands of the same orbital
character.

In �g. 4.9b and c, we show the QPI pattern predicted for allowed intra-band and
inter-band scattering. In this case, we see the appearance of inner and outer square
features that align closely with the kx/ky positions of qs2 and qs1 channels, however
as expected the main contribution to the predicted q-space intensity is still derived
from the intra-band scattering, with high intensity crossing |q| = 0 and near the
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Figure 4.9: QPI Simulation of Scattering Involving the Shadow Bands

(a) Partial Fermi surface showing p-orbital chains in black and and their folded replica
bands in grey. Red square indicates 1st BZ. (b) Simulated QPI pattern allowing intra-band
scattering and scattering to/from the original bands to the shadow replica bands. (c)
The same as (b), with red markers overlaid indicating the positions of the experimentally
observed QPI signals. (d,e) show the simulated QPI pattern when intra-band scattering is
forbidden, and only scattering to/from the original bands to the shadow bands is permitted.

corners of the 1BZ. We therefore take the reasonable next step of disallowing intra-
band scattering, and simulate the QPI pattern if only scattering between the original
and shadow band is allowed. This simulation is shown in 4.9d and e. We can see
that this produces very close fascimilie of our experimental results. A side by side
comparison between simulation and experiment to show the close correspondence is
shown in �gure 4.10.

Summarising the combination of these experimental and simulation results, it can
be reasonably concluded that the observed quasiparticle interference in CeTe3 arises
from scattering between the main p-orbital original bands and their folded replicas,
and the intra-band scattering is relatively suppressed. We will now discuss the cause
of this observation.

4.2.3 Discussion of the Origin of Quasiparticle Interference Pat-

tern

Scattering Channel Assignment

We begin our discussion through a speci�c assignment of the scattering vectors that give
rise to each channel. By analysing the magnitude and direction of the scattering vectors
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Figure 4.10: Side by Side Comparison of Simulated and Experimental QPI Pattern

Left is the simulated QPI pattern when forbidding intra-band scattering and allowing only
scattering between the original and the replica bands, right is the experimentally observed
QPI pattern with overlaid markers denoting the qs1 and qs2 channels

between regions of high DOS in the FS, we can determine which scattering causes which
observed QPI channel. This qualitative approach allows us to understand the origin of
each channel, and importantly to interpret the cause of our non-intuitive observation.
Figure 4.11 shows these vectors on the partial Fermi surface with a cartoon version of
the resulting QPI pattern. The intra-band scattering (self-scattering) results in a cross
centred at q = 0, as discussed above. The scattering between the main p-orbital bands
and the CDW shadow bands gives a scattering pattern resembling an x, with 4 distinct
streaks crossing each other. This is the qs2 channel observed experimentally. Likewise,
the scattering between the main p-orbital bands and the BZ folded bands consist of 4
distinct channels crossing each other, but further away from the origin. This is the qs1
channel observed experimentally.

These assignments are con�rmed by performing JDOS simulations allowing only
the scattering between the speci�ed bands (shown in �gure4.11g,h,i), which closely
match the cartoon versions shown above.

Angle Dependence of QPI Scattering

As discussed above, the low |q| intra-band (self) scattering shown in 4.11a and b is
not observed in experiment, which we can rationalise by considering the group velocity
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Figure 4.11: Assignment of Scattering Vectors to QPI Channels
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(a) Calculated partial Fermi surface for the original p-orbital bands with arrows marking
the scattering vector direction and magnitude between these bands. (b) Scattering vectors
shown in (a) mapped onto q-space, showing the resulting QPI pattern that would be
observed. (c,d) show the scattering vectors in k- and q-space for scattering between the
CDW shadow band and the original band, and (e,f) for the BZ folded replica band and
the original band. (g,h,i) are the JDOS simulations allowing only the scattering in the
corresponding upper panels. All image boundaries are the 1st BZ.

νg (or νF at the Fermi level) and the scattering vector q. It is known from analysis
of the Greens function scattering matrix overlaps that the QPI scattering is relatively
weaker when the scattering vector q and the group velocity νF are orthogonal to each
other, and stronger when they are aligned. [151] The angular relation between q and νF
for each scattering channel is shown by the arrows underneath the panels of 4.11.

Intra-band scattering (self-scattering) from one portion to another of the linear
bands in CeTe3 has q and νF at right angles to each other, which results in the rela-
tively weaker scattering and absence of QPI signal near Γ. As the magnitude of |q| for
intra-band scattering increases, the e�ect of the distortion of the chains will become
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more pronounced and we can expect a small parallel component of νF and q. This
would however be a small overlap, resulting in weak scattering; combining this with
the fact that scattering strength reduces monotonically with increasing |q|, this QPI
channel would be extremely weak and we cannot observe it in our measured signal.
For both the qs1 and qs2 channels there is a �nite overlap between q and νF, and |q| is
relatively small. This results in higher scattering and a more intense QPI signal. The
combination of both of the qs1 and qs2 scattering channels gives rise to the observed
pattern.

Suppressed Backscattering

While the observed QPI pattern is possible to explain from �rst principles without
introducing an extra physical e�ect, there remains a mystery to solve. Backscattering,
i.e. scattering that changes the sign of the momentum of the electron, is expected to be
observed between the original p-orbital bands due to their parallel nature (illustrated
in �gure 4.12a) and the fact that q and νF are almost totally parallel and should
therefore have strong scattering. We can predict the q-space position of the QPI signal
that would arise in the same manner as before, and the positions of these expected
signals are shown in �g. 4.12b and c. These expected signals are also clearly observed
in the simulations that include intra-band scattering (�g. 4.8). When we compare
these to the observed QPI patterns in �gure 4.12c, these signals are undeniably absent,
demonstrating that the backscattering of electrons in the CDW state is suppressed.

Figure 4.12: Detail of Backscattering Vectors
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(a) Calculated partial Fermi surface for the original p-orbital bands with arrows marking
the scattering vector direction and magnitude for the expected backscattering. (b) Vec-
tors shown in (a) mapped onto q-space, showing the resulting QPI pattern that would be
observed. (c) Image is the experimental QPI pattern observed, with the predicted backscat-
tering QPI pattern overlaid on the right hand side. All image boundaries are the 1st 3DBZ.
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This suppression of backscattering explains the anomalous resistivity change when
crossing TCDW. As discussed in the introduction, when passing into the CDW phase
a large increase of resistivity is expected, either a full metal-insulator transition for a
fully gapped Fermi surface or a partial increase for a partially gapped Fermi surface. In
the rare earth tritellurides, the increase in resistivity is far smaller than expected. [152]

For example, a 20% increase in resistivity is observed when crossing TCDW1 in the ma-
terial TbTe3, when momentum dependant mean-�eld calculations predict an increase
an order of magnitude higher. Kesharpu and Grigoriev [153] performed calculations
using the Boltzmann transport equation and the mean-�eld description of the CDW
state to answer this puzzle; they demonstrated that the decrease in DOS at EF is
partially compensated by a decrease in the scattering rate of the itinerant electrons.
The microscopic cause of this suppressed backscattering remains unknown and requires
further experimental and theoretical study.





Chapter 5

Summary and Outlook

5.1 Summary

In this thesis, we began by surveying the literature related to the rare earth tritellurides
and discussed particularly their status as a model system for the study of charge density
waves. We then discussed the experimental methods used to perform these investiga-
tions, with a focus on spectroscopic-imaging scanning tunnelling microscopy.

Moving on to our results, in chapter 3 we showed the optimisation of growth param-
eters for CeTe3 and characterised the resulting single crystal samples. We measured
the electronic band structure using SX-ARPES, to which we �t an interacting tight
binding model. We were successfully able to reproduce the complex Fermi surface
caused by the interactions of the replica/shadow bands that arise from the multiply
broken translational symmetry at the surface of CeTe3.

In chapter 4, we demonstrated high resolution STM/STS measurements of CeTe3
at 4.2 K, evidencing the existence of the unidirectional CDW state known at higher
temperatures. We also discuss spectroscopy of the surface. We then describe in detail
(including simulations) the quasiparticle interference observed near EF . We show that
the QPI patterns arise not from the expected scattering between the original px and py
derived bands that have the highest spectral weight, but instead are the result of scat-
tering occurring between the original bands and the shadow/replica bands. We discuss
the origins of this unexpected relative enhancement/reduction of scattering intensity,
and demonstrate that backscattering in this system is suppressed in line with theoret-
ical predictions. To our knowledge, this is the �rst detailed discussion of quasiparticle
interference in the RTe3 system and the �rst direct experimental demonstration of the
suppressed backscattering.

5.2 Outlook

As has been demonstrated with the cuprates and pnictides, quasiparticle interference is
an enormously powerful technique for the investigation of correlated electron physics.
We hope that our pioneering work can be utilised as a stepping stone for the further
investigation of charge density wave phenomena in rare earth tritellurides. The highly
nested Fermi surface of these materials provides a multiplicity of nesting vectors, which
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is what gives rise to the rich CDW behaviour. This multiplicity results in the possibility
of the competition of electronic phases, with the resultant gap opening causing cascades
of further phase changes and interactions. Combining this with the added periodicity
of the exotic antiferromagnetism observed provides a particularly intriguing possibility
investigate the interaction between the magnetic phases and the conduction electrons
in RTe3 by utilising lower measurement temperatures and external magnetic �elds.

The work contained in this thesis is a step towards a fuller understanding of charge
density waves and their interaction with other electronic phenomena, which can hope-
fully provide new opportunities for practical devices.

It is clear that despite much work being done to try and understand the behaviour
of correlated electrons, there is much work remaining to be done.
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Appendix A

Pump Station Design

This appendix deals with the design of the pumping station used to perform low tem-
perature measurements with a 3He fridge. Whilst this design or some variant of it
undoubtedly exists in many labs around the world, documentation for the design and
layout is sparse. Our homemade version has been through multiple design iterations
to improve upon the performance and usability, in addition to solving unexpected and
non-intuitive problems. During the set-up of our lab, the experience and knowledge
used to design and make this pumping station was all based on word of mouth and grey
literature. This appendix serves to rectify this lack of documentation and hopefully
can serve as a guide to anyone setting up a similar system.

This simple diagram shows the valve layout for the pumping station. The system is
very �exible, allowing the user to evacuate or back�ll basically any part of the system
desired by opening or closing di�erent valves. The system can be vaguely considered
as having an inlet manifold (inlet from dewar, 1K pot or He gas line) on the bottom
half, and an outlet manifold (to either the He recovery system or to atmosphere) on the
top half. The pump should be as powerful as is reasonably possible; we use a ULVAC
VD40C rotary oil pump. With oil pumps, care should be taken to prevent oil suckback
into the system in the event that there is a power blackout and the pump stops running
but the system is still in vacuum.

The system is reasonably intuitive to use and therefore I will not explain all con�g-
urations, but I will describe the regular operation for 4 K and 1.7 K operation modes.

4 K mode

This mode involves sealing the dewar exhaust via V1 and utilises a spring loaded
check valve to build a consistent small positive pressure head at the top of the dewar.
This forces LHe through the 1K pot while avoiding the vibrational noise and possible
temperature �uctuations associated with pumps.

Open: V1, V3, V7, V6, V9. All other valves closed. Pump switched o�.

1.7 K mode

This mode uses the pump to create a vacuum head in the 1K pot, reducing the temper-
ature to 1.7 K as described in the methods section. The dewar has a positive pressure
head just as for 4 K mode.

Open: V1, V3, V9, V8, V2, V13. All other valves closed. Pump switched on.
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Figure 1: Pumping Station Valve Diagram

PumpIn
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Valve diagram of pumping station. V11 is an overpressure safety valve, V12 is a 1/3 PSI
Spring check valve to allow a consistent positive pressure in the dewar, V13 is a solenoid
powered check valve that closes in the event of power outage to prevent oil backstreaming
into the system.

Our systems use a mixture of globe, ball and diaphragm valves. As long as the
valves are reasonably high quality, the choice should not be a critical one.
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Figure 2: Photograph of Pumping Station

Photograph of one of the pumping stations in our lab. Note the pump and V13 are contained
within the box at the bottom of the image.





Appendix B

Alternate QPI Dataset Comparison

This appendix compares the QPI dataset discussed in the main body with other partial
datasets collected under the same conditions, to both demonstrate repeatability and to
determine which peaks in the FFT maps are artefacts arising from periodic noise. From
this comparison we can conclusively establish that those peaks highlighted in green in
3a are artefacts arising from periodic noise. We also demonstrate the repeatability
of these measurements by showing datasets collected on di�erent crystal samples and
using di�erent STM instruments, which show the same QPI patterns.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Di�erent Datasets for Repeatability
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(a) FFT map at EF for CeTe3, symmetrised around ky = 0 and kx = 0. This is the dataset
used in the main body of this thesis. Artefacts caused by periodic noise are highlighted
in green. (b) Raw dataset (i.e. not symmetrised) of the map shown in (a). (c) FFT
map at EF collected using a di�erent single crystal sample and a di�erent tip, collected
3 months after the dataset shown in (a,b). No artefacts like those highlighted in (a) are
seen, however cross-like artefacts arising from performing an FFT on a distorted real-space
image are present. (d) FFT map at EF collected using a di�erent single crystal sample and
a completely separate STM instrument to the previous two datasets.
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